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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

An inclusive and resilient system for cities
The circular economy is a solution that advocates for a fundamental
change in our current economic system and decouples growth
and prosperity from the use of natural resources. The economic
potential of this transition is enormous, both in terms of cost savings
on resource use as well as job creation. It provides the potential for
new opportunities and spurs the development of new products and
production techniques by using new and emerging
technologies.

“

The incorporation of circular economy
models requires a change of perspective
at company level, regional level and in
society itself, transforming the way we
produce and consume.
- Lola Elejalde, Foresight and Internationalization
Manager, Innobasque.

Bilbao and Bizkaia pioneers circularity in Spain
Bilbao-Bizkaia is a global example of territorial transformation and, in
order to face new economic, environmental and social challenges, the
circular economy model is key to creating opportunities for the region’s
citizens to have a better quality of life, in a healthy and sustainable way,
and help companies and innovators participate in new transforming
projects. To further spark the transition towards a circular economy
in Bilbao and Bizkaia, a consortium composed of Innobasque, Circle
Economy, Bilbao Ekintza and BEAZ, have initiated a Circle City Scan.
Throughout the consortium has collaborated closely with Aclima, Ihobe
and inédit.

The Circle City Scan provides practical and
scalable solutions for cities and regions
The Circle City Scan is a visual roadmap that identifies opportunities to
foster a circular economy and aids the creation of practical and scalable
solutions to implement circular systems throughout the city. The scan
will involve 4 phases; 1) identifying the starting point, 2) material flow
analyses, 3) circular strategies and roadmap, 4) implementation & action
plan. The outcome of this report has been the result of a 9 month
trajectory where at each step of the Circle City Scan, the results were
validated with the consortium and local stakeholders.

The restaurant, wholesale and metal sectors are
best positioned to transition towards the circular
economy in Bilbao - Bizkaia
The economy in Bilbao has seen a rapid transition over the past
decades, from a post-industrial economy to a modern balanced
economy. Re-inventing itself towards a high-tech and trade-oriented
economy. Based on economic analysis, the restaurant, Wholesale
and metal sectors are best suited to the the circular economy.
Combined they provide over 121.000 jobs and add €6.8 Billion to the
local economy. Additionally, they consume over 2.500 kton of natural
resources

“

The Bilbao Bizkaia Circular project has
allowed us to approach a methodology
that helps identify market niches with
high potential for circularity and to
identify specific opportunities. Now, at
the end of the project, the challenge
is to bring these opportunities
to companies and support the
implementation of pilot initiatives.
- Ainara Basurko Urkiri, Director General BEAZ.

Six strategies for a circular city
A total of twelve strategies have been developed based for
implementation in metal, trade and tourism sectors in Bizkaia. Based
on stakeholders discussions and impact analysis 6 strategies were
prioritized:
Meals from surplus food: uses residual streams from various
actors in the food chain to be used in a restaurant.
Digital solutions for exces food: Capitalizes on digital
solutions to prevent editable food from being wasted.
Design of an innovative sorting system: Development
of waste separation and sorting system to increase source
separation and value recovery.
Collective retail logistics: Use smart-logistics to reduce
movement in the wholesale and retail sector.
Additive manufacturing: Use 3D printing to enable
remanufacturing of metal products
Awareness of circular business models: Foster the
knowledge and adoption of circular business in the metal
industry.
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Today more than 50% of the world’s population inhabit our cities, and
this is expected to grow to 70% in 2050. With cities responsible for
over two thirds of the world’s energy consumption, more than 70% of
greenhouse gas emissions and generating 1.3 billion tonnes of waste
per year, the importance of cities on the earth is indubious. As the
global population is expected to go beyond nine billion people by 2050,
the demand and cost of scarce resources will continue to rise. This
increasing demand, combined with a finite supply, will lead to shortages
that will have a profound impact on economic development. The growth
will exceed our planetary boundaries, exceeding the capacities at which
the earth can provide the necessary functions we need to live on earth.

The circular city
The circular economy is a radical and social solution that advocates
a fundamental change in our current economic system, reducing the
environmental burden on the planet. For cities, the circular economy
is a way to improve the quality of life for citizens by creating jobs, while
reducing the resources needs. And can be instrumental in bridging the
emissions gap to a 1.5c pathway.

“

Circular economy is for BEAZ
an unavoidable area to which
companies should “look at”. A new
point of view that allows identifying
new business models in companies,
(...) generating new opportunities
that if included in the portfolio of
products and services of companies,
provide economically viable
and social, and environmentally
sustainable activity.
- Ainara Basurko Urkiri, Director General BEAZ.

Cities as change makers
Cities have globally increasingly been recognized as change makers, that
not only experience the daily effects of climate change but also have
ability to act swiftly. Cities are the intersection point of resource flows,
businesses, thereby creating them the ideal starting point for a circular
economy.
Bilbao-Bizkaia is a global example of territorial transformation and, in
order to face new economic, environmental and social challenges, the
circular economy model is key to creating opportunities for the region’s
citizens to have a better quality of life, in a healthy and sustainable way,
and help companies and innovators participate in new transforming
projects.

Towards a modern and balanced economy in
Bilbao and Bizkaia
The economy in Bilbao and Bizkaia have seen a rapid transition over the
past decades, from a post-industrial economy to a modern balanced
economy. Showing the potential for rapid change, the city and region
are well placed to transition towards the circular economy. Additionally
many of the core skills (such as manufacturing, digitization and design)
embedded in the economy are crucial to developed a resilient and
circular city. To further spark the transition towards a circular economy
in Bilbao and Bizkaia, a consortium composed of Innobasque, Circle
Economy, Bilbao Ekintza and BEAZ, have initiated a Circle City Scan.
Throughout the consortium has collaborated closely with Aclima, Ihobe
and inédit.

The Circle City Scan provides a practical roadmap
The Circle City Scan is a visual roadmap that identifies opportunities to
foster a circular economy and aids the creation of practical and scalable
solutions to implement circular systems throughout the city. The
scan will involve 4 phases, where after each step the results are being
validated with the consortium and local stakeholders.
Phase 1: Identifying the starting points:
Provides insight into what the strengths and
weaknesses of the local economy are. It shows what
skills and sectors are at the core of the economy,
and how these skills can be used in a circular
economy. In this phase three sectors are prioritized.
Phase 2: Material flow analysis: Provides
insight into the magnitude and nature of the
material flows through the city in order to to tackle
those material flows that are highly impactful to
the environment. In this phase three sub sectors
are prioritized.
Phase 3: Circular strategies: Gives a future
vision and circular strategies for the city and
region. Impact on key indicators are provided
to provide guidance in prioritizing the most
successful pilot. In thi phase 12 strategies are
developed, from which 6 are prioritized.
Phase 4: Action plan: Provides a tangible action
plan and roadmap for the city, region and its
businesses to implement practical and scalable
pilots.
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INTRODUCTION PHASE 1

Moving towards a circular city is a complex journey that involves many different stakeholders, companies, technologies
and resources. With such a wide range of stakeholders, numerous starting points must be created to successfully
initiate the transition towards a circular economy. The political context is key to identifying and initiating change in
areas where there is strong political and economic interest. The main challenge of this phase was, therefore, to identify
sectors and industries that are present in the public debate, to find out where exactly there is motivation and political
support to work towards circularity and where there might already be momentum of an ongoing transition. This is
important to ensure that the circular economy will further strengthen the economy of Bilbao and Bizkaia.
Moving towards a circular city is a complex journey that involves many different organisations, companies,
technologies and resources. With such a wide range of stakeholders, numerous starting points must be created to
successfully initiate the transition towards a circular economy. The political context is key to identifying and initiating
change in areas where there is strong political and economic interest. The main goal of this phase is to identify sectors
and industries that are present in the public debate, to find out where motivation and political support to work
towards circularity exists and to analyse where there might already be momentum of an ongoing transition.

The first phase of this report is structured in the following way:
Sectors and themes: To get a grasp on how the territory is structured first an overview is
provided on the most relevant sectors in Bilbao and Bizkaia.
Growth of Bilbao and Bizkaia: Exploration of key historical events, and important policy
targets to highlight the political will and the strengths and weaknesses of the economy.
Employment analysis: Analysis of the employment distribution for the sectors in Bilbao
and Bizkaia.
Economic analysis: Provides insights into the value that each sector generates for the
economy.
Resource use: To provide insights on which sectors have the largest potential to reduce
resource use through the circular economy, an analysis of resource per sector is done.
Top 10 sectors: Based on the political and economical analysis, the top 10 most
important sectors are scored based on an economical and circular score.

SECTORS AND THEMES
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The first phase of the Circle City Scan is designed
to identify what the most important sectors are
throughout the city and region. To get a grasp
on how a city is structured an overview of the
most relevant sectors is created. During the initial
exploration of Bilbao and Bizkaia, 16 sectors were
identified as the heart of the economy. As indicated
in the graph, all of the sectors are interlinked. In
order to provide a clearer understanding of the
sectors they were categorized into 6 Theme’s
according to their characteristics. This is meant for
illustrative purposes.
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The political analysis starts with an overview of historic
events that have happened in Bilbao and Bizkaia, and
important future policy targets. This provides insight into
what the strengths and weaknesses of the local economy
are. It shows what skills and sectors are at the core of the
economy, and how these skills can be used in a circular
economy. For example the Industry sectors, which have been
instrumental in the growth of the region, can be used in the
circular economy transition strategy. In this graph the level of
employment over time in Bilbao and Bizkaia is depicted. All
major events are linked to the selected themes.
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The economic analysis starts with an overview
of the employment numbers for Bilbao
and Bizkaia. In the graph on the right the
employment numbers for each of the 16
sectors are depicted. The dark color represents
the number of jobs in the city of Bilbao
whereas the light color represents the number
of jobs in the province of Bizkaia. The larger
the surface, the larger the number of jobs. At
first glance it can be observed that most jobs
are in commercial services and the least are in
production.
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The second part of the economic analysis is
an exploration of Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) per sector. This provides insight into
the value that each of the sectors provide
to the local economy. In the graph the dark
color represents the GDP in the city of Bilbao
whereas the light color represents the GDP in
the province of Bizkaia. The larger the surface,
the larger the GDP.
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The accompanying effect of economic activities
specified on the last page are the resources
needed to fuel the economy within each of
these sectors. In this overview the resource use
per sector is indicated to provide insight into
which sectors have the highest resource use,
and the largest potential to reduce resource
use through circular strategies. In the graph
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in the city of Bilbao whereas the light color
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Bizkaia. The larger the surface, the higher the
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TOP 10 SECTORS
SECTOR NAME

The top 10 sectors is based on sectors that were politically most relevant in combination with the best
performing sectors in GVA, employment and resource use. For each of the sectors, the economic score (left part
of the indicator) and circular score (right part of the indicator) is shown. These scores are visually represented for
Bizkaia (top part of the indicator) and Bilbao (lower part of the indicator). The economic scoring is based on GVA
and employment, where the sector with the most jobs or GVA receives a score of 10, and the smallest sector a
score of 0. The circular score is based on resource use and waste production, and the sector with the highest
resource use receives a score of 10, and the smallest sector a 0. In the graph the dark color represents the score
for Bilbao whereas the light color represents the score for Bizkaia. Based on their accumulated score the sectors
are ranked from having the lowest to the highest potential for a circular Bilbao and Bizkaia.
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CONCLUSION PHASE 1

Transitioning towards a balanced economy
The economy in Bizkaia and Bilbao has witnessed a rapid transition over recent decades, from a post-industrial
economy to a modern balanced economy. Re-inventing itself towards a high-tech, trade, and service oriented
economy. Most jobs are currently being created in the commercial services (145.000), public services (88.000) and
industry sector (82.000). Combined, they represent 75% of the economy. Looking at the economic value, similar
characteristics can be observed, and the above sectors represent more than 60% of the economy.

Resource use and greenhouse gas emissions in primary industries.
From the resource use analysis and circular economy score, it became apparent the especially the energy (1.500
kton), agri-food (700kton), construction (5.300 kton) and advanced manufacturing (2.800 kton) are amongst the
highest sectors in terms of resource use. Greenhouse emissions particularly stem from the energy (5.100 kton) and
transportation sector (1.600 kton). Small differences can be seen in the relative resource use per sector between
Bilbao and Bizkaia. For example, agri-food - as expected - is more dominant in Bizkaia than in Bilbao.

The trade, tourism and advanced manufacturing sectors represent 28% of
total jobs
Based onsocial-economic analysis and resource use, a prioritisation has been made by the consortium for the
following sectors: the advanced manufacturing, tourism and trade sectors. They are all deeply rooted in the economy
and are, at the same time, instrumental to realise a circular economy. Combined, they provide over 137.000 jobs and
add 8 Billion euro to the local economy. The three sectors represent 28% of the local economy in terms of jobs, 25%
in economic value and 17% in resource use. In the next phase, we dive deeper into the material flows and potential
impact areas for each of the three sectors.

PHASE 2 MATERIALS FLOW ANALYSIS
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Material flow
analysis

INTRODUCTION PHASE 2

Mapping resource flows through the city and region
In Phase 2, the most important environmental pressures, and those value chains with a high dependency on
virgin materials, are pinpointed. For this, the physical resource flows through Bilbao and Bizkaia’s trade, advanced
manufacturing and tourism sector are mapped. Developing one clear overview of resource flows in Bilbao and Bizkaia
gave a powerful understanding of the main sustainability impacts, consumers, and producers of waste. This is the
basis for evaluating opportunities and priorities for a more circular and inclusive Bilbao and Bizkaia.

Identifying leverage points within the system
The material flows analysis shows how biomass, energy, metals, minerals and chemicals are flowing through the city,
and how they are consumed and processed by the various sectors. Secondly, the way in which those streams are
treated at the end of life was also analysed; are they landfilled, incinerated, recycled or remanufactured? From this, a
refined state of the sector was developed, and it became apparent where the greatest leaks in the systems are and
where the leverage points for a transition towards a circular economy are placed. Based on these leverage points,
circular strategies will be identified in the next phase.

Understanding hotspots of resource flows
To broaden the understanding of where key economic activities, business and resource flows are located within Bilbao
and Bizkaia, a geographical analysis was conducted. This helped identify clusters of key players within each sector
and their locations within the city and region. This has given a clearer understanding of where potential hotspots
of resource flows are positioned. Additionally, it has helped to identify the best locations for the implementation of
circular innovations and the potential for scaling up pilot projects in the future.

The second phase of this report is structured in the following way:
Methodology material flow analysis: A brief overview of the methodology and
definitions used.
Material flow and geographical analysis tourism sector: An analysis of the tourism
sector, where the subsectors restaurants and hotels will be explored in more detail.
Material flow and geographical analysis trade sector: An analysis of the trade sector,
where the subsectors wholesale, retail and sale and repair of vehicles will be explored in
more detail.
Material flow and geographical analysis advanced manufacturing sector: An
analysis of the trade sector, where the subsectors wholesale, retail and sale and repair of
vehicles will be explored in more detail.
Prioritisation of sectors: For each of the sectors, a prioritisation graph has been
created that shows the economic relevance, circularity potential and greenhouse gas
emissions.
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MATERIAL FLOW ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

The present analysis provides insights into where the circular economy would have the most impact within the three previously identified sectors: Advanced
manufacturing, Commerce, and Tourism. Each sector is divided into subsectors, for which a material flow analysis is carried out. For each sector, the
waste treatment methods are specified. Additionally, the most important products of each resource flow hint at what the flows actually consist of.

Material flows

Waste treatment

The material flow analyses detail resource flows in terms of energy, water,
biomass, minerals & chemicals, metals, and emissions. These resource
flows include raw materials as well as (finished) products. They depict yearly
material use and waste production and were calculated based on the
most recent available data. In the case of lack of data, best estimates were
employed, the sources of which are included in the reference page.

Waste treatment is detailed per sector, and expressed according to five
scenarios: reuse, recycling, energy recovery, landfill, and incineration where reuse and landfill are respectively the most and least desirable
options. Waste treatment numbers, too, are given in amounts per year,
based on the most recent available data.

Energy
The energy flows include both fuels for direct use and fuels for
electricity generation.
Biomass
The biomass flows include vegetable and animal products
originating from agriculture and forestry, as well as prepared
meals and food products.
Water
The water flows include both water withdrawn directly from
the environment and tap water. In some cases, such as in the
Metallurgy and metal products subsector, a share of the water is
not consumed up. Rather, it is used for cooling and can thus be
re-entered in the production process.
Minerals & Chemicals
The minerals & chemicals flows on the one hand include solid
materials that are present in nature and products thereof, such
as clay and bricks. On the other hand, they include chemical
compositions and oil-based products such as plastics and rubber.
Metals
The metals flows include raw and processed metals and products
thereof, varying from iron ores to paper clips.
Emissions
The emissions flows include only greenhouse gas emissions, the
overwhelming majority of which consists of CO2.

Reuse
Products are reused, maintaining their original shape and
characteristics. Often, this requires the reparation or replacement
of parts of the product. Reuse is the most desirable treatment
method, for it guarantees the highest level of value retention.

Figure: material flow analysis example

Recycling
Products are processed in order for its source materials to be
reused. Throughout the recycling process, value is lost, rendering
recycling a suboptimal choice of waste treatment method.
Energy recovery
Resources are burned in order to generate heat or other energy.
Whereas a small fraction of the product’s value is captured, most
value is lost.
Incineration
Resources are incinerated and converted into emissions. No heat
or energy is captured and resources thus lose all value.
Landfill
Resources are diverted to a landfill site, or discharged in surface
water. Not only is all value lost, landfilling waste causes high levels
of environmental pressure.

Products
In order to understand what the material flows are composed of and make
them more tangible, the three most important products are identified for
each flow in the three sectors. These products are selected based on mass
used, and thus constitute a major share of the respective flow.

MATERIAL FLOW ANALYSIS TOURISM
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MATERIAL FLOW ANALYSIS TOURISM

Within the Tourism sector, the Hotels and Restaurants
subsectors are displayed. This sector has a high consumption
of biomass, which mainly consists of food products.

TOP 3 PRODUCTS
Energy products
• Gas/diesel oil [200 TJ]
• Electricity by gas [100 TJ]
• Electricity by Nuclear [70 TJ]
Metal products
• Furniture [800 tonnes]
• Electrical machinery [500 tonnes]
• Fabricated metal products [400 tonnes]
Minerals & chemicals products
• Chemicals [5.000 tonnes]
• Ceramic goods [4.000 tonnes]
• Glass and glass products [3.000 tonnes]
Biomass products
• Cereal grains [15 tonnes]
• Beverages [13 tonnes]
• Vegetables, fruits and nuts [12 tonnes]

GEOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS TOURISM
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Bilbao is the beating heart of the Tourism sector of
Bizkaia. This is especially the case for restaurants, half
of which are located in the city of Bilbao. The majority
of hotels, too, are located in Bilbao, with some activity
along the coast around the port and further North.
Uribe Costa

Mungialdea

Margen
Derecha

Busturialdea-Urdaibai
Meatzaldea

Lea-Artibai
Txorierri

Bilbao
Las Encartaciones

Duranguesado

Arratia
Nervión

Hotels

High activity

Restaurants

No activity

MATERIAL FLOW ANALYSIS COMMERCE
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Within the Trade sector, the Retail trade, Wholesale
trade, and Sales & repair of motor vehicles & retail
sale of automotive fuels subsectors are displayed.
Both the Retail and Wholesale trade subsectors
consume large amounts of energy. Of the relatively
small amounts of waste, a small fraction is reused,
but the majority is still sent to landfill.

TOP 3 PRODUCTS
Energy products
• Gas/Diesel oil (2.000 TJ)
• Electricity by gas (1.000 TJ)
• Electricity by nuclear (600 TJ)
Metal products
• Machinery and equipment (2.000 tonnes)
• Fabricated metal products (1.000 tonnes)
• Electrical machinery (500 tonnes)
Minerals & chemicals products
• Glass and glass products (5.000 tonnes)
• Chemicals (2.000 tonnes)
• Lubricants (500 tonnes)
Biomass products
• Pulp (300 tonnes)
• Forestry products (200 tonnes)
• Wood and products of wood and cork (100 tonnes)

GEOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS TRADE
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GEOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS TRADE

The Trade sector is centered around Bilbao, with the
highest density of activity accumulating in the Txorierri,
Margen Derecha counties. Wholesale trade is located
mainly in the port area and Bilbao. Whereas Retail trade
is concentrated in the city of Bilbao, heightened activity
stretches along the Margen Izquierda. The Sale and
repair of motor vehicles & sales of automotive fuels is
omnipresent in all of Gran Bilbao.

Uribe Costa

Mungialdea

Margen
Derecha

Busturialdea-Urdaibai
Meatzaldea

Lea-Artibai
Txorierri
Bilbao
Las Encartaciones

Duranguesado

Arratia
Nervión

Sales and repair of motor
vehicles & sales of
automotive fuels

High activity

Wholesale trade

Retail trade

No activity

MATERIAL FLOW ANALYSIS ADVANCED MANUFACTURING
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MATERIAL FLOW ANALYSIS ADVANCED MANUFACTURING

Within the Advanced manufacturing sector, the
Transport equipment, Metallurgy & metal products,
and the Electrical equipment subsectors are displayed.
Metals constitute the most important resource inputs,
and the Metallurgy & metal products consumes the
majority of all resources. Whereas the majority of
waste is recycled, there is no significant amount that is
reused, and almost 40% is still sent to landfill.

TOP 3 PRODUCTS
Energy products
• Blast furnace gas [7.000 TJ]
• Electricity by nuclear [5.000 TJ]
• Electricity by gas [5.000 TJ]
Metal products
• Basic iron and steel products [1.077.000 tonnes]
• Iron ores [320.000 tonnes]
• Lead; zinc and tin ores [71.000 tonnes]
Minerals & chemicals products
• Glass and glass products [105.000 tonnes]
• Non-metallic mineral products [79.000 tonnes]
• Chemicals [49.000 tonnes]
Biomass products
• Wood and products of wood and cork [34.000 tonnes]
• Forestry products [20.000 tonnes]
• Paper and paper products [4000 tonnes]

GEOGRPAHICAL ANALYSIS ADVANCED MANUFACTURING
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Advanced manufacturing activities are spread across
the province of Bizkaia. They are mainly located along
the river, stretching from Bilbao
land inwards, and to the North of Bilbao in the Txorierri
and Mungialdea counties. The Metallurgy & metal
products subsector is present all the way to the Eastern
border of the province. The Transport equipment
subsector, too, operates along the
river, in addition to the Txorierri county. Lastly, the
Electrical equipment subsector is most prevalent in the
Mungialdea and Margen Derecha counties North of
Bilbao.

Uribe Costa

Mungialdea

Margen
Derecha

Busturialdea-Urdaibai
Meatzaldea

Lea-Artibai
Txorierri
Bilbao
Las Encartaciones

Duranguesado

Arratia
Nervión

Transport equipment

High activity

Electrical equipment
Metallury & metal products

No activity

PRIORITISATION
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PRIORITISATION
E CO N O M I C R E L E VA N C E

The prioritisation chart provides insights regarding the circularity potential and economic
relevance of the discussed subsectors. The final aim of the bubble chart is to provide
support for the decision-making process regarding which subsector the analysis will be
focusing on in the next phases.
The Metallurgy & metal products subsector and the Restaurants subsector have
the highest potential, respectively due to mainly circularity potential and economic
relevance. In a second belt, Retail trade, Wholesale trade, and Transport equipment can
be found. The outer bound, representing the lowest rating subsectors, includes Sale and
repair of motor vehicles & sales of automotive fuels, Electrical equipment, and Hotels.

Circularity potential:
• Waste generation [tonnes]: total amount of solid waste generated by the subsector
over the year
• Material intensity [kg/€]: amount of resources needed for the production of a
monetary unit of that product
• Waste value recovery [%]: share of solid waste which undergoes value recovery
treatments

Economic relevance:
•
•
•
•

Jobs: total number of employees per sub-sector
Establishments: total number of establishments per sub-sector
Gross value added: economic value generated by the sub-sector
Strategic dimension: political relevance of the sub-sector for Bizkaia

M E TA L L U R G Y &
M E TA L P R O D U C T S
TRANSPORT
EQUIPMENT

CIRCULARITY POTENTIAL

The chart on the right displays a ranking of the eight subsectors based on circularity
potential (y-axis) and economic relevance (x-axis). These scores are based on the
following indicators:

LOW

HIGH

HIGH

R E S TA U R A N T S

SALES AND
R E PA I R O F
MOTOR
VEHICLES
& R E TA I L S A L E
OF AUTOMOTIVE FUELS

ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT

WHOLESALE
TRADE

HOTELS

R E TA I L T R A D E

Emissions:

LOW

The size of the circle is a measure for the greenhouse gases emitted by the subsector.

CONCLUSION PHASE 2
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More than 40% of the waste from the metal industry is still landfilled
The advanced manufacturing stands out in terms of resource use. The sector consumes more than 2.800 kton
of resources, of which are consumed by the metal sector. Whereas, the majority of waste is recycled, there is no
significant amount that is reused, and almost 40% is still sent to landfill. Advanced manufacturing activities are spread
across the province of Bizkaia, and are mainly located along the river.

A quarter of the food is being wasted, of which, only 29% recycled and
reused
The tourism sector has a particularly high consumption of biomass and water, mainly caused by the restaurant subsector due to consumption of food products. About a quarter of the resources that are going into the sector are
being wasted, presenting an opportunity to avoid unnecessarily food waste. Additionally, from the total amount that is
wasted, only 2% is reused which is very low compared to landfill and energy recovery. From our geographical analysis
it became apparent that Bilbao is the beating heart of the Tourism sector of Bizkaia, providing opportunities for
implementation of circular strategies.

The trade sector has a high consumption of energy and GHG emissions
The predominant resource that is being consumed by the trade sector is energy, of which, most is being consumed
by the retail and wholesale sector, presenting particularly high emissions of greenhouse gases. Of the relatively small
amounts of waste, a small fraction is reused, but the majority is still sent to landfill. The trade sector is spread across
the region, whereas wholesale trade is located mainly in the port area and Bilbao.

The metal, restaurant and wholesale are the most suitable sectors to start
the circular economy
Based on the material flow analysis, the geographical analysis and the prioritisation table, the metal, restaurant and
wholesale sectors have been identified as being the most suitable sub-sectors to start the implementation of the
circular economy in Bilbao and Bizkaia.
From the prioritisation table, it became clear that the metal and restaurant sectors are well placed for a transition
towards a circular economy. Additionally, the wholesale sector has a specifically high consumption of energy, and
is(geographically) well placed to start pilots. Based on the above, phase 3 (circular strategies) will identify circular
strategies that impact the identified material flows.

PHASE 3 CIRCULAR STRATEGIES
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Circular
strategies

INTRODUCTION PHASE 3

A longlist of innovations that can create a long-lasting effect on key
material flows
In Phase 3, circular innovations were developed that tackle the most pressing environmental issues identified for
the metal, restaurant and wholesale sectors. In order to do so, a long list of innovations that would render the focus
sectors more circular and have an impact on the key material flows was created. The longlist is developed by looking
at the impact area from the material flow analysis, global trends and local activities, thereby making sure that the most
impactful strategies are selected that capitalize on global trends and use the local strengths of Bilbao and Bizkaia.

Establishing a future vision
A future vision was developed to identify the practical and scalable strategies that could spark a transition towards a
circular economy in Bilbao and Bizkaia. They show how various businesses and government stakeholders can work
together towards a common goal of a circular economy. Special attention has been given to cross-sector benefits,
collaborative working and the potential for a significant impact.

12 circular strategies
Based on the future vision, 12 practical and scalable circular strategies were developed that have the potential to
create systemic change. For each of the strategies, the inputs, processes and outputs that are required for each
specific case, as well as the impact on key material flows, what the potential to create jobs and economic value is, and
the feasibility, are indicated.

The third phase of this report is structured in the following way:
Framework to identify circular strategies: An introduction to the framework that will
be used to identify the most impactful strategies.
Circular vision: A circular vision was developed to analyse how the three sectors would
operate ideally in a circular economy.
Circular strategies: For the metal, restaurant and wholesale sectors 12 strategies were
developed which detail how they would transform the city and region.
Prioritisation of circular strategies: For each of the 12 strategies a heatmap was
developed, which will be used to prioritize the circular strategies that are further being
developed in phase 4 of Circular Bizkaia and Bilbao.
Conclusion: Conclusion from phase three and prioritisation meeting from the
consortium.
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FRAMEWORK TO IDENTIFY CIRCULAR STRATEGIES

Based on the economic relevance, circularity potential and greenhouse gases, the Metal, Wholesale and Restaurants
sector were prioritized as having the highest potential in a circular economy. In the third phase of Bilbao and Bizkaia’s
Circle City Scan, strategies will be developed that help transition the three sectors towards a circular economy. For this a
three step approach will be used, that is described below.

Framework to identify strategies in a circular city
In order to identify the impactful opportunities for a city framework,
three components will be used: Impact areas, best practices and trends,
and local activities.
Impact areas The starting point of the framework are the impact areas
that were identified in the previous phase. The impact areas provide
an excellent starting point as they identify where the most pressing
environmental issues are, and where the potential for systems change can
be the highest. An example of an impact area are the biomass resource
flows in the restaurant sector or emissions in the wholesale sector.
Best practices Based on the impact areas the most important best
practices and trends will be analysed and grouped according to the 7
elements of a circular economy. The 7 elements provide a structure and
guidance on how to select relevant strategies for a given sector. The best
practices and trends give a high-level understanding of what trends can
structurally change the system and how they can positively contribute
to a circular economy in the future. An example is the development of
E-commerce in the wholesale sector, that fundamentally changes the way
wholesale, retail and consumers operate. From the analysis it becomes
clear what the most important best practices and trends are and how
they connect to the 7 elements of a circular economy. Furthermore it
can be observed that application of circular strategies can widely differ
among sectors, and thus provide guidance on where to focus. An example
is the importance of circular design in the metal industry, as they are in
the beginning of the supply chain. Whereas this is less important for the
restaurant sector as this sector focuses more on the consumption side.
Local activities The third step is to identify in the region of Bizkaia and
Bilbao, where the most relevant “local activities” are in the chosen sectors.
Thereby we get a refined understanding of how this sector currently
operates, and what pilots and projects are currently being developed in
Bilbao and Bizkaia. From this it can be observed what particular area or
strategy the sector excels at and we further want to capitalize on.
By matching impact areas with strategies that are relevant for the
local economy and that capitalize on best practices global trends we
find opportunities that can create lasting impact. These opportunities
are described as circular strategies.

2 Circular strategies

3 Prioritization of circular strategies

Based on the framework for identifying strategies in a circular city, four
strategies for each of the three sectors were developed. Providing 12
strategies that fundamentally change the way resourcse flows through
city and region. Furthermore, it shows the interconnectivity between
the sectors, and how circular strategies can build upon one another. An
example of a circular strategy is the application of “reverse logistics” in the
wholesale sector. This strategy also shows strong interconnectivity with the
restaurant sector, as it can be used to deliver food and collection foodwaste.

Based on the 12 strategies that are identified in the previous step, a
heatmap will be used to prioritize the circular strategies that are further
being developed in phase 4 of Circular Bizkaia and Bilbao. For this we will
use the following four indicators.

For each of the strategies the impact on biomass, energy, metal, water
and mineral resource flows have been analyzed to determine if there
is a positive impact on the economy, jobs and what the feasibility for
implementation is. This provides a basic understanding of the potential
for this strategy.

Feasibility The feasibility to realize a pilot formulated in low, medium
high. Based on an analysis of cultural, institutional, financial and regulatory
barriers.

Environmental impact The positive impact on the environment based
on the impact indicators summarized in low, medium and high.
Economic potential The potential to generate a positive impact on the
economy or job creation.

Systems-perspective The strategies have different territorial scales
at which they intervene with the system. The following three are being
differentiated: Micro, Meso and Macro scale.
E N V I R O N M E N TA L
I M PAC T

I M PAC T
AREAS

BEST
PRACTICES

ECONOMIC
POTENTIAL

FEASIBILITY
SCORE

SYSTEMSPERSPECTIVE

Strategies

1

CIRCULAR
S T R AT E G I E S

LOCAL
ACTiVITIES

INTRODUCTION 7 KEY ELEMENTS
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The circular economy is a complex topic that encompass many types of
organisations, sectors, scales and resource flows. To provide structure
and guidance, Circle Economy has defined 7 key elements that are
necessary to achieve a circular economy. For this we mapped the various
terms and definitions used by over 20 organisations working on the circular
economy.
The 7 elements allow us to structure the type of circular strategies that
can be implemented, and relate to different intervention points in the
system. All of the elements are necessary in a circular economy, however
some are more applicable to certain industries or steps in the chain than
others. For example the element “design for the future” is more applicable
for companies working in the beginning of the supply chain. Whereas
“preserve and extent what’s already made” is more applicable to end-users
and consumers. Secondly, the “design for the future” element can be seen
as an enabler that allows for the extension of product’s lifecycle. Thus, by
applying this typology we create a framework that is useful in identifying
opportunities for a sector.

Prioritize regenerative resources

Prioritise

Ensure renewable, reusable, non-toxic resources are utilised as materials
regenerative
and energy in an efficient way.
resources

Preserve and extend what’s already made

Preserve
While resources are in-use, maintain, repair and upgrade them to

&maximise
extend what’s
their lifetime and give them a second life through take back
already
made
strategies
when applicable.

Rethink the business model

Rethink

Consider opportunities to create greater value and align incentives

the business
through business models that build on the interaction between products
model
and services.

Use waste as a resource
Use

Utiliseas
waste streams as a source of secondary resources and recover
waste
for reuse and recycling.
a waste
resource

Design for the future

Design
Account for the systems perspective during the design process, to use
for
the
the right materials, to design for appropriate lifetime and to design for
future
extended future use.

Incorporate digital technology
Incorporate

Track and optimise resource use and strengthen connections between
digital
supply chain actors through digital, online platforms and technologies
technology
that provide insights.

Collaborate
Collaborate to create joint value

toWork
create
together throughout the supply chain, internally within
joint
value
organisations and with the public sector to increase transparency and
create joint value.

FRAMEWORK FOR EACH SECTOR
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I M PAC T S

BEST PRACTICES

LOCAL ACTIVITIES

S T R AT E G I E S

2.000
TJ

Energy

80.000
tonnes

Prioritise
regenerative
resources

The increase implementation of
renewable energy systems calls for more
energy storage technologies and a more
interconnected electricity grid. Large
facilities, such as warehouses, can play
a key role in the electricity grid of their
community. Working as energy storage
units as well as clean energy providers.

Electrification and smart grids are
high on the agenda in the Basque
Country. The Basque government
aims to have 10% electric vehicles
in 2020. Furthermore ‘smart grids
basque country’ aims to renovate
the electricity grid with smart grid
technologies in Bilbao.

E-Commerce: The internet has completely
changed the way we live, even the way
we do shopping. In the retail sector,
e-commerce is providing the opportunity
to re-think the way small retailers and
wholesalers serve their customers,
providing a large range of instruments to
improve customer satisfaction and trust.

Emissions

400
tonnes

Prioritise
Regenerative
resources

Smart reverse
logistics

Incorporate
digital technology
The wholesale sector is at the heart
of the supply chain and logistics
operations, and looking for new ways
to create joint value. For instance
serveral iniatives are looking into
models that combine the collection of
waste with the delivery of goods.

Companies increasingly recognize the value
of reverse logistics as a means of capturing
more value and as an enabler for the circular
economy. The wholesale sector has the
potential and the right position to establish
reverse logistics operations.

Biomass

300
tonnes

Collaborate to
create joint value

20
tonnes

Over the past decade international freight
trade has grown exponentially, providing
new challenges in effectively and efficiently
reducing weight and environmental impact
through trade. Various international iniatives
focus on shared packaging systems, or
alternative packaging materials that allow for
efficient packaging.

51
tonnes

Several wholesalers have shown
interest on creating a digital platform
to provide e-commerce channels for
its consumers. In Euroski for instance,
big data are used to propose interest
in creating personalized offers to
consumers. Furthermore big data
could provide room for implementing
more sustainable reverse logistics
operations thanks to consultation of
spatio-temporal real-time data.

Rethink the
business model

Metals

Alternative
packaging

Incorporate
digital technology
Supply chain information: From consumers
who want to buy directly from producers to
small businesses that are expanding their
business models to offer products across
lines of trade (B2B), the impact of these
new purchasing behaviours could have a
disruptive effect in the way wholesalers to
business.

Minerals & chemicals

Electric
deliver y

Urban
waste hub

Collaborate to
create joint value

Design for
the future

Wa s t e

FRAMEWORK RESTAURANTS
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I M PAC T S

BEST PRACTICES

LOCAL ACTIVITIES

S T R AT E G I E S

86.000
tonnes

Biomass

34.000
tonnes

Preser ve and
extend what’s
already made

Reuse of food: Globally food-waste is
becoming an increasingly dominant issue,
Over one third of the food that is thrown
away is safe for consumption. Companies
are now trying to extend the lifetime
through new business models or different
applications of the food.

Organic symbiosis: The food sector has been
innovative in the way it uses waste from other
sectors. Globally industrial parks are exploring
ways in which organic waste can be turned
into food products.

Wa s t e

11.000
tonnes

300
TJ

Meals from
food surplus
Home delivery: In the last few years, many
delivery businesses have started ( such as
Deliveroo, Foodora or Uber Eat restaurants)
that are changing the traditional restaurants
market. In the near future, more restaurant
may embrace this option and will start
providing meal-kits for home deliveries.

Rethink the
business model

There is an increasing trend in Bizkaia
for online commerce. For instance
Meal delivery companies such as
Foodora and Deliveroo are active in
Bizkaia. Secondly there is an increasing
focus on food quality in Bizkaia, which
is linked to its strong cultural tradition
in the agri-food sector. For instance
Slow Food supports restaurants that
provide local, eco-friendly and seasonal
food.

Design for
the future

Energy

Design of an innovative
sorting system

Use waste
as a resource

Urban food
production

Rethink the
business model

Integrated IT services: Digital technologies
are entering in all kinds of businesses.
Restaurants are starting using social
media and smart technologies as a
means to support their market strategies.
More applications and IT services will be
developed in the next future, which can
revolutionise the restaurant sector.

1.000
tonnes

Several companies and supermarkets
are experimenting with the use of
residual food streams as a resource. For
instance cooked oil is collected with
the intention to convert it into biofuel.
Several supermarkets have been
equipped and citizens can bring used
cooked oil there.

With the increased concern about the effects
of pesticides and chemicals on our health,
there is a growing trend to consume organic
and seasonal food.

Minerals & chemicals

Digital solutions
for excess food

Preser ve and
extend what’s
already made

Use waste
as a resource

Emissions

6.700
tonnes

Extension of and reuse of food is
strongly embedded in the economy
of Bizkaia. For instance food that is
not being consumed is being used by
food-banks.

Incorporate
digital technology

Metals

FRAMEWORK METAL
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FRAMEWORK TO IDENTIFY CIRCULAR STRATEGIES METAL

I M PAC T S

BEST PRACTICES

LOCAL ACTIVITIES

S T R AT E G I E S

3.656.000
tonnes

Metals

1.145.000
tonnes

Prioritise
regenerative
resources

Decarbonisation: In a low-carbon society,
carbon dioxide is seen as a useful material,
and capture the value of the emitted CO2.
The heavy industry sector can be a pioneer of
carbon capture and utilization solutions since
they are one of the major polluting actors in
society.

Urban mining: As a response to the current
concern of resource depletion, a growing
trend for urban mining is to perceive urban
environments as mining sites. Many research
institutions are already working on mapping
out material stocks and flows in cities to
understand the potential of recovering
resources from urban environments.

Emissions

766.000
tonnes

Wa s t e a s a
resource

Reduction of carbon emission is one
of the key goals of the Basque country.
Through the climate change strategy
policy of the basque country local
efforts are linked to European efforts of
carbon emission storage.

Prioritise
Regenerative
resources

Awareness of circular
business models

Residual products: The metal industry
produces vast amounts of residual streams
that can be captured and processed into
new goods. New companies are looking
into technologies that capture slag from the
metal industry and that can be re-used into
new products.

The Metal sector in Bizkaia has
a significant interest and a good
understanding in terms of value
recovery from metal waste streams.
For instance, up to 80% of slag is
already recycled, and several projects
are investigating the potential use of
slag in road construction.

Wa s t e
Additive metal (re)manufacturing: 3D
printers revolutionize the way goods can
be manufactured, with significant benefits
from an environmental as well as economic
point of view. 3D printing can be especially
efficient in replacing damaged components
in remanufacturing of products.

231.000
tonnes

Minerals & chemicals

High interest and well understanding
of the 3D printing technology can be
seen in Bizkaia. Several firms and R&D
institutions in the Basque country
are working closely with technical
companies and led for instance to the
collaborationa 3D metal printer that
can allow for he manufacturing of very
complex and also big metal pieces.

Dematerialisation: Sustainability will not
only come from improving the efficiency
of manufacturing processes, but also from
reducing our material consumption. In the
foreseeable future, increasing attention
will be put on designing products with less
materials.

Biomass
Rethink the
business model

Exchange
platform

Wa s t e a s a
resource

Design for
the future

52.000
tonnes

Carbon capture
and utilization

Additive
manufacturing

Design for
the future

Material substitution: Known reserves of
metal ores are depleting, leading to an
increase of material prices. More companies
are looking into material that can substitute
the use of metals, to reduce dependency on
scarce materials.

39.000
TJ

Energy
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Urban food
production

Circular vision
Based on the framework for identifying strategies in a
circular city, four strategies for each of the three sectors
w developed. Providing 12 strategies that fundamentally
change the resource flow through the city. Secondly it
shows the interconnectivity between the sectors, and how
circular strategies can build upon one-another. An example
of a circular strategy is the application of “reverse logistics”
in the wholesale sector. This strategy also shows strong
connections with the restaurant sector, as it can be used to
deliver food and collection food-waste.

Circular strategies
Mono-stream
collection

Urban food production
Collaborate to create joint value
Digital solutions for excess food
Preserve and extend what’s already made

Restaurants

Design of an innovative sorting system
Use waste as a resource
Meals from
excess food

Collective retail
logistics

Collective retail logistics 		
Collaborate to create joint value
Meals from food surplus
Use waste as a resource

Electric
delivery

Alternative
packaging

Design of an
innovative sorting
system

Wholesale
Biofuels

Metals

Minerals

Metals

Energy

Bioplastics

Energy

Biomass

Economy
Feasibility

Electric delivery
Prioritise regenerative resources

Excess
food

Minerals

Indicators legend

Mushroom
packaging

Biomass

For each of the strategies the impact on biomass, energy,
metal, water and mineral resource flows are being
analysed. Furthermore it is being assessed if there is
a positive impact on the economy, jobs and what the
feasibility for implementation is. This provides a basic
understanding of the potential for this strategy.

Lef tover food
Digital solutions
for surplus food

Alternative packaging
Design for the future
Exchange platform
Use waste as a resource
Carbon capture and utilization
Use waste as a resource
Exchange platform
Incorporate digital technology
Additive manufacturing		
Design for the future
Awareness of circular business models
Design for the future
On the following pages there is a detailed description
of the circular strategies per sector.

Jobs
Carbon capture
and utilization

Minerals
Additive
manufacturing

Metals

CO2

Exchange
platform
Secondar y
metals

Emissions

Metal

Awareness of
circular business
models
Excess heat

Energy
Wa s t e
Biomass

Bilbao and Bizkaia
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Collective retail
logistics

Urban food
production

Lef tover food
Re-application
of food

Logistics is a crucial element of wholesaler’s operations.
Several wholesalers in Bizkaia have started implementing
reverse logistics activities during the last decades. However,
the wholesale sector in Bizkaia is still responsible for the
consumption of 2000 TJ of energy. This underpins the need for a
systemic improvement that could be achieved by implementing
digital technologies. Digital technology applied to pick-up and
delivery operations opens up a large variety of opportunities.
For instance, real-time data can be used to match pick-up and
delivery services or even to flexibly share warehouse storage
space among different wholesalers.

Restaurants

Meals from
residual streams

Collective retail
logistics

Electric
delivery

Bioplastics
Alternative
packaging

Design of an
innovative sorting
system

Wholesale
Biofuels

Energy

Biomass

Minerals

Metals

Energy

Excess
food

Metals

Potential partners
Wholesale sector, retailers, restaurants, biochemical companies,
local farmers.

Carbon capture
and utilization

Additive
manufacturing
Exchange
metal
platform

CO2

Secondar y
metals

Metal

h
ig

m

Design of an
innovative sorting
system
The wholesale sector is the center point of trade and logistics
in Bilbao and Bizkaia, however the potential to use this for the
collection of waste is largely untapped. The warehouses that are
located at strategic positions within the region, can create the
link between the delivery of goods and the collection of waste.
The physical positions of those facilities can be utilized to store
and redistribute waste. This allows for more efficient collection
with the advantage that it uses existing logistics channels that are
embedded in the city, and thus reduces infrastructure investments.
Potential partners
Wholesalers, logistic companies, biobased energy companies,
restaurants, hotels.
Case study: Harbor
The port of Amsterdam is setting up pilots that experiment the
storage of waste on their land. At the same time the harbour is
deeply rooted in the logistic operations of the city and the same
time operates internationally, the harbour can collect waste locally,
and export waste to the most efficient processor internationally.
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Performance
based metals

Excess heat

Case study: urban mining platform
A US-based biomaterials company (Ecovative Design) has
developed a range of ‘Mushroom Materials’ which are 100%
biodegradable and replace traditional plastic foam packaging used
for shipping electronic goods, for example. Their positions range
uses only two materials; a fungus (mycelium) and agricultural
waste like corn husks. Once used, the product can be composted
and uses 98% less energy throughout the production process than
plastic foam.

d

Case study: bike delivery
A sustainable alternative for wholesalers is to adopt bike delivery
services to deliver their goods to businesses. A Boston-based
food-delivery service called Dashed is using nothing more than
two wheels and a plastic container to deliver food to more than
500 restaurants. The food order can be done online or over the
phone and it then gets sent to a dispatch Scouting system in
Boston. Then, a dispatcher arranges the pickup.

Minerals

Packaging is a very important issue for the wholesale sector.
Although positive examples of the circular management of
packaging materials can already be recognized in Bizkaia, a lot
of effort still need to be done in order to further increase the
sustainability of the overall packaging chain in the wholesale
sector. One way of doing this is to gradually introduce the use of
bio-based packaging materials in the wholesale market. Bio-based
packaging materials can be made from different organic waste
flows, they are compostable and the overall production process is
less energy-intensive than the traditional production method. Biopackaging materials can replace large amounts of plastic and thus
avoid the massive use of petrochemicals and offer at the same
time a better preservation performance, especially when dealing
with food packaging.

Potential partners
Bike logistic companies, restaurants, food wholesalers, car/
vehicles manufacturers.

Biomass

Alternative
packaging

The wholesale sector relies heavily on the use of ‘gas-guzzling’
trucks for the delivery of goods and products. The sector
produces 80.000 tonnes of emissions, making it the most
polluting sector after the metal industry in Bizkaia. Transforming
an existing fleet into electric and more sustainable vehicles is
an efficient way to reduce emissions and fuel use. For trips into
city centres, light vans are often used, however, these vans often
have a relatively short range and drive less than 100 kilometers
per day. If these vehicles were electric, they would have enough
downtime to ensure they were always charged.

Mono-stream
collection

Potential partners
Wholesalers, logistic companies.
Case study: combined logistics
Many logistic companies focus solely on the outward journey,
leaving the return trip underutilized. Forward thinking Belgian
company Cirkle has found a way to combat this by moving away
from their initial focus on delivery, to offering a range of reverse
logistic options. Cirkle now collects over 20 waste streams
including textiles and recyclables.

Electric deliver y

Mushroom
packaging
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Urban food
production

Cities import huge amount of food from outside their boundaries.
In Bizkaia, only the restaurant sector used 86.000 tonnes of
biomass. Along the overall supply chain of good production,
several types of negative environmental effects are generated
such as release of greenhouse gases, emission of acidifying
pollutants, contamination of water bodies due to nutrient
leaching etc. Innovative growing methods provide cities with the
opportunity to reduce the high pressure that they are exerting on
the environment. In this context, restaurants can use hydroponic
and vertical farming concepts to produce the food in the same
place where they would sell it, therefore creating a one-step-foodsupply-chain.

Lef tover food
Digital solutions
for excess food

Restaurants

Potential partners
Restaurants, waste management companies, retailers, food
processing companies, hotels, biotechnology companies.

Meals from
Surplus food

Smart reverse
logistics

Electric
delivery

Bioplastics
Alternative
packaging

Biomass

Secondar y
metals

Metal

Performance
based metals

Excess heat

Meals from food
surplus
Organic waste flows are highly valuable resources that can provide
several benefits to society. From them, energy as well as nutrients
and other resources can be recovered. However, following
cascading principles, the best option for value retention in organic
flows is to prevent the wastage of edible food before carrying out
any other value recovery activity. Several opportunities can be
created by facilitating cooperation among different stakeholders
that play a role in the food supply chain. Often warehouses
and supermarkets throw away meals that are still suitable for
consumption but, due to errors in transportation or packaging,
have to be thrown away. By collecting these products, meals can be
cooked. Benefitting the wholesale sector because they have lower
waste management costs, and the restaurant have lower food
procurement costs.
Potential partners
Restaurant, wholesale, logistics companies, retailers.
Case study: Meals from food waste
Instock is an Amsterdam-based restaurant that creates meals from
food that were destined for the bin. Every morning food is ‘rescued’
from Albert Heijn supermarkets using an electric vehicle, and a
new menu is created based on the ingredients which have been
sourced.

CIRCULAR STRATEGIES METALS
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Exchange
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Carbon capture
and utilization

M

e

d

Wholesale
Biofuels

Energy

Case study: discounted meals app
A recently launched app in Rotterdam (Restauranto), aims to
connect people with discounted meals which are destined
for the bin. App users can browse the app for discounts and
offers before visiting the restaurant to pick up their items. 55
restaurants are involved so far with more than 200 meals saved
since its launch in June 2016.

Urban
waste hub

Metals

Potential partners
Restaurant, app building platform.

Minerals

Metals

Energy

Excess
food

Case study: spent coffee beans to bio-based products
A UK-based company called Bio-beans collects and recycles
spent coffee grounds from several restaurants around the city
of London. Nowadays, the spent coffee grounds are converted
into sustainable biomass pellets which can be used for space
heating. The company is now undertaking extensive research to
produce biofuel and biochemicals from spent coffee grounds.
This circular idea contributes saving money on waste disposal,
reducing landfilling and reducing fossil fuel consumption.

Minerals

The main type of waste produced by the restaurant sector is
food leftovers. In Bizkaia, up 20.000 tonnes of organic waste is
generated by restaurants. Part of it consists of unavoidable food
waste which is non-edible for human consumptions such as
peels, skins or other not edible parts. However, a significant part
of these residual flows consists of edible food which does not
reach the table, and thus miserably ends up in the bin. One way
to preserve food from being wasted, is to equip restaurants with
the right tools in order to give value to almost expired food right
before to throw it away. Applications are now used to resell the
food to secondary markets.

Most of the organic waste generated by hotels and restaurants
is used to produce compost or to recover energy in Bizkaia.
Although these sound as like good management solutions, it
is important to realize that organic waste streams consist of a
large variety of products that might differ in terms of its chemical
composition and energy value. By treating organic monostreams with more specific methods, higher value recovery could
be achieved. Separated organic streams can form the building
blocks needed in order to establish a strong and resilient biobased manufacturing sector in Bizkaia.

Biomass

Digital solutions
for excess food

Mono-stream
collection

Mushroom
packaging

Mono-stream
collection

Potential partners
Restaurant, food manufacturing.
Case study: urban cultivation
The municipality of The Hague launched an urban agriculture
initiative called Stadslandbouw to identify potential urban
farming tenants for the building’s vacancies. As a result a 1’500
sqm rooftop is now used for urban farming, producing 45 tons
vegetable & 19 tons fish annually.
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Exchange platform
Urban food
production

Metal resources will be more expensive to access in the next
future, with high implications on the manufacturing sector.
An alternative to using virgin and highly expensive resources
is the concept of urban mining. By mapping out metal stocks
and flows within an urban environment, a precise forecasting
of secondary metal flows can be carried out. The systematic
collection of such information will allow stakeholders to improve
current management practices and increase resource efficiency
in collection, treatment and recycling operations of metal
goods. With the support of real-time spatial-temporal data more
effective decisions can be taken in order to match the supply
and demand of secondary metal resources and decrease the use
of raw materials.

Restaurants

Meals from
waste

Smart reverse
logistics

Potential partners
All basic metal industries, Bio-technology designers, Renewable
energy designers, biologists, wholesalers, logistic companies,
livestock producers, pharmaceutical companies.

Electric
delivery

Bioplastics
Alternative
packaging

Urban
waste hub

Wholesale

Biomass

Energy

Carbon capture
and utilization

Additive
manufacturing

CO2

Exchange
platform
Secondar y
metals

Metal

The metal industry consumes 3.656.000 tons of resources, and
is the most resource intensive industry in Bilbao and Bizkaia.
At the same time the metal industry is ideally placed to reduce
resource consumption as they are positioned in the beginning
of the chain. Circular design principles can be adopted to design
light-weight products that provide the same functionality while at
the same time reducing the amount of materials used. Various case
studies indicate that the weight savings can range from 30 to 40
percent. If this is accompanied with a performance based model
(servitization), the producer is incentivized to produce based on
performance rather than solely the quantity of steel sold, and is
able to accrue the financial benefits. Benefiting both the producers
of steel as it would it benefit the application of the steel and it users
through weight reduction.
Potential partners
R&D institutions, Engineering and Technical companies, Ecodesigners, Car/Vehicles manufacturers.

h

PRIORITIZATION OF CIRCULAR STRATEGIES

ig

m

Awareness of
circular business
models

Case study: advanced steel for electric cars
Belgian automotive group WorldAutoSteel has developed lightweight, steel-intensive designs that reduce (electric) vehicle weight
by up to 39%. When applied to a typical family car, the weight is
reduced by around 270kg, with a lifetime saving of 3 - 4.5 tonnes
of emissions. Using less metal not only reduces energy use in the
production stage, but also increases fuel efficiency during use.
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Awareness of
circular business
models
Excess heat

Case study: additive manufacturing
In UK the additive metal manufacturing process is already a
reality. Renishaw, the first and only manufacturer of a metal 3D
printer in UK, in collaboration with the British bicycle design and
manufacturing company, have created the world’s first metal bike
frame made with 3D printers, that was showed to be 33% lighter
than the original version.

d

Case study:algae based bio-fuels
An US biotechnology company, Algenol, is using the power of
algae to convert industrial carbon emissions into different types
of biofuels. With a 260 million dollar investment, the pilot-scale
facility has showed a potential biofuel yield of around 7,5 million
liters per square kilometer per year with over 200 jobs created.
The company is now testing the production of other bio-based
products such as natural food colorants and biofertilizers.

Biofuels
Metals

Potential partners
Fabricated metal product industries, Automotive industry,
Electrical equipment manufacturers, Metal industry.

Minerals

Metals

Energy

Excess
food

Minerals

The traditional method for the manufacturing of metal goods
consists of several operational steps that are undertaken by
different actors. Nowadays, metal products are made and
then adjusted to our needs and requirements, which results
in high metal waste generation along the supply chain. A new
way of conceiving metal production is the adoption of additive
manufacturing technologies. By using 3D metal printers, metal
goods can be designed by adding layer of metal one upon each
other through the adoption of 3D modeling softwares. Once the
desired product is designed on a platform such as AutoCAD, the
3D printer reads the data and starts creating the object by adding
successive layers of metal powder. Furthermore 3D printing can
be used to replace broken products and can be remanufactured
into new products.

The metal industry has a number of process operations that
require significant amount of energy and resources. The
production of metal goods in Bizkaia is responsible for over 1
million tons of GHG emission, which makes it one of the most
polluting economic sectors in the province. Significant reductions
in the carbon footprint of the metal sector can be achieved by
integrating Carbon Capture and Utilization technologies. When
implementing these technologies, carbon dioxide is used as
a resource and it is fed to energy conversion systems such as
a photobioreactor or solar oxide electrochemical cell. In turn,
these technologies can help reduce direct GHG emissions from
metal manufacturing activities as well as provide an opportunity
for the production of bio-based goods such as bio-fuel, animal
feed and bio-chemicals.

Biomass

Additive
manufacturing

Carbon capture
and utilization

Mushroom
packaging

Mono-stream
collection

Potential partners
R&D institutions, Metal industries, Technical & consultancy
agency, Public sector.
Case study: urban mine platform
The European commission has started the ProSUM project
with a consortium of 17 partners from geological experts and
research institutes to create the first Urban Mine Knowledge
Data Platform. The aim of the project is to create a centralised
database of all available information regarding material stocks
and flows in urban environments, with the intention to increase
the effectiveness of decision making processes with the use of
big data.

Lef tover food
Re-application
of food
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PRIORITIZATION OF CIRCULAR STRATEGIES

E N V I R O N M E N TA L
I M PAC T

ECONOMIC
POTENTIAL

FEASIBILITY
SCORE

SYSTEMSPERSPECTIVE

Based on the twelve strategies that are identified in the
previous step, a heatmap will be used to prioritize the
circular strategies that are further being developed in
the phase four of circular Bizkaia and Bilbao. For this
we will use four indicators.

Additive manufacturing

Carbon capture and utilization

Environmental impact
The positive impact on the environment based on the
impact indicators summarized in low, medium and
high.

Exchange platform

Economic potential
The potential to generate a positive impact on the
economy or job creation.

Awareness of circular business models

Feasibility
The feasibility to realize a pilot formulated in low,
medium high. Based on an analysis of cultural,
institutional, financial and regulatory barriers.

Collective retail logistics

Electric deliver y

Systems-perspective
The strategies have different territorial scales at which
they intervene with the system. The following three are
being differentiated: Micro, Meso and macro scale.

Alternative packaging

Design of an innovative sorting system

Digital solutions for excess food

Meals from surplus food

Urban food production

Mono-stream collection
Priority:

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

PHASE 4 ACTION PLAN
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CONCLUSION PHASE 3

The 12 circular strategies present a clear way forward for Bilbao and Bizkaia. In order to focus the efforts and to
developed a clearly developed actions plan, six circular strategies were prioritised by the consortium based on the
identified impact and feasibility for implementation.
The circularity of the restaurant sector is proposed by capitalising on food waste from restaurants, food-processors,
farmers and the wholesale industry by using digital solutions and entrepreneurs.
Meals from excess food Use residual streams from various actors in the food chain to be used in a restaurant.
Digital solutions for surplus food: Capitalise on digital solutions to prevent editable food from being wasted.
The strategies in the wholesale sector use digital solutions and design to develop innovative solutions that improve
waste collections rates and delivery of products
Design of an innovative sorting system: Development of waste separation and sorting system to increase source
separation and value recovery.
Collective retail logistics: Use smart-logistics to reduce movement in the wholesale and retail sector.
To foster the transition in the metal industry the emphasis would be on knowledge building on circular business
models and the use of additive manufacturing to accelerate remanufacturing.
Additive manufacturing: Use 3D printing to enable remanufacturing of metal products
Awareness of circular business models: Foster the knowledge and adoption of circular business in the metal
industry.

PHASE 3 CIRCULAR
PHASE 4 ACTION
STRATEGIES
PLAN
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INTRODUCTION PHASE 4

Action plan for six circular strategies in Bilbao and Bizkaia
Phase 4 provides a detailed action plan, building upon the prioritised strategies in phase 3.
This report contains six different strategies organised by sector: the circular envisioning for the
restaurant sector is covered by the strategies “meals from excess food” and “digital solutions
for excess food”; the wholesale trade sector includes the strategies “design of an innovative sorting system” and
“collective retail logistics”; finally, the metal sector is envisioned in a circular way through the strategies of “additive
manufacturing” and “awareness on circular business models”.

A clear roadmap for implementation
Each of the strategies includes an introduction to the opportunity being addressed, an explanation of the strategy
and an example of a successful business case already implemented based on the same approach. Then, the business
model section explains how the actual implementation of the strategy could be carried out in Bilbao and Bizkaia.
This section includes a map of local stakeholders involved in the functioning of the system, including an estimation
of the benefits and investments related to each actor. Finally, a timeline and an actionable plan conclude each of the
strategies.

The fourth phase of this report is structured in the following way:
Overview of strategies: Introduction to circular strategies and future vision for the city.
Meals from surplus food: Action plan and roadmap for the restaurant sector
Digital solutions for excess food: Action plan and roadmap for the restaurant sector
Design of an innovative sorting system: Action plan and roadmap for the wholesale sector
Collective retail logistics: Action plan and roadmap for the wholesale sector
Additive manufacturing: Action plan and roadmap for the metal sector
Awareness of circular business models: Action plan and roadmap for the metal sector
Conclusion: Main conclusion for phase 4
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CIRCULAR STRATEGIES OVERVIEW
Urban food
production

Digital
solutions
for excess
food

Mushroom
packaging

Mono-stream
collection

Restaurants

Meals from
surplus food

Collective retail
logistics

Meals from surplus food

Energy

Biomass

Metals

Minerals

Wholesale
Biofuels

Design of an innovative
sorting system

Carbon capture
and utilization

Collective retail logistics
CO2
Exchange
metal
platform
Additive
manufacturing

Metal sector
The metal sector can implement circular strategies
based on additive manufacturing, which holds potential
to foster collaboration across industrial actors and
lead to a less resource-intensive activities through
the manufacturing of metal parts. The shift to a
circular mindset needs to also be reinforced through
awareness projects in which circular business strategies
are materialised into more cost-effective products’
prototypes.

Design of an
innovative
sorting system

Metal

Awareness of
circular business
models in the
metal-chain
Excess heat

Additive manufacturing
Awareness of circular
business models in the
metal chain
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Minerals

Wholesale sector
The wholesale sector strategies address the functioning
of the trading and distribution facilities by organising
a more efficient waste separation system within the
installations including a system of incentives to engage
its users. The environmental impact of the wholesale
activities is also considered through the design of
a more efficient logistics system including a digital
platform connecting the retailers, sustainable vehicles
and a reverse logistics approach.

Electric
delivery

Alternative
packaging

Metals

Digital solutions
for excess food

Bioplastics

Biomass

The circularity of the restaurant sector is proposed
to be improved by means of the adaptation of the
restaurants’ meals towards a more sustainable offer
including edible food which is discarded. A digital
platform would also connect the consumers with
surplus food that can be purchased at the end of
the day at reduced prices. These two strategies
complement each other by addressing the pre- and
post-consumption phases.

Energy

Restaurants sector
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ACTION PLAN MEALS FROM SURPLUS FOOD

Organic waste flows are highly valuable resources that can provide benefits to society such as energy, nutrients, and
biomass. However, following cascading principles, the best option for value retention in organic flows is to prevent
edible food waste generation before to carry any other value recovery activity. This chapter describes the strategy
where food surplus from restaurants, wholesale and food processing sectors are reused in restaurants.

Strategy
In the meals from waste strategy, the restaurant uses food surpllus as ingredients for their menu. The restaurant
is conceived as a platform in which various local stakeholders from the food production chain can divert their byproducts to minimize waste in their operations while also generating economic value. Local farmers, fishermen, food
processors, wholesalers, distributors and retailers can act as suppliers of food that otherwise would be discarded.
This allows all these food industry actors to save money related to waste management costs. The main value
proposition for restaurants is its central role in driving the circular flow of food by-products. There are two recent
business cases that exemplify the successful materialisation of this strategy.
A menu consisting of 80-100% surplus food
A pioneering restaurant is Instock that captures left-over food from supermarkets, breweries, fisheries, and
wholesalers. InStock has managed to provide menus 80-100% based on avoidable food waste. Everyday a
collection truck is going door-to-door to collect the food from restaurants, fish or meat from wholesalers or
soon-out-of date beer from breweries. Based on the food that they collect that day, they are creating their
menu. Since their start in 2014 they have three permanent restaurants.
Pop-up restaurant savings hundreds of by-products
A second successful business case has been the WastED business model. In this case, an existing restaurant
in New York closed its doors during 3 weeks in 2015 and reinvented itself into WastED, a pop-up restaurant
devoted to food waste and re-use. Their food supplies are edible by-products discarded by all kinds of local food
processors. In April 2017 they opened a headquarters in London. In 2.5 years, 10.000 dishes have saved 270 kg of
ugly vegetables, 70 kg of kale ribs, 110 liters of beef tallow, 215 kg of fish (skate) cartilage, 160 kg of vegetable pulp,
among other products.
Other examples of by-products obtained from food processors that can be used as ingredients: Fruit pulp from
juice industries to produce vegetable burgers, Repurposed bread from local bakeries, Sugar beet fibres from sugar
producers to produce biscuits, Discarded pasta trimmings from local pasta producers, Discarded fish such as
bleak, krill, Atlantic mackerel, and moray eel from fish auction markets and from individual fishermen, Repurposed
(pickled, blanched...) vegetables cores from food processors, Beef tallow from slaughterhouses, Discarded fish
tissues or species repurposed into new products such as marine cured meats.
The initial impact on resource use is initially low compared to the overall food waste in Bilbao and Bizkaia. However
the impact by achieving awareness among consumers and producers can be profoundly bigger than the initial
saving. Additionally the concept of the restaurant can be scaled-up to other cities and regions within Bizkaia.

Timeline and pilot
ACTION

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

1. Market validation
Mapping and contact of the local food processing industry
Menu innovation: incorporation of available surplus food in meals
Logistics system setup combined with digital solutions for excess food
Starting pop-up restaurant

2. Trial by-products in restaurant
Trials of new ingredients by clients
Securing the supply of avoidable surplus food from supermarkets
Continuous meal innovation: further use of food surplus

3. Opening new circular restaurant
Awareness campaign
Daily innovation of menus according to supermarket supplies
Replication of the circular business model to set up a new restaurant

We envision the progressive incorporation of by -products within the food supplies of the restaurant in a year
time span, using the following steps:
1. Market validation Initially, an existing restaurant would scout for the potential utilisation of by-products
from local stakeholders together with studying the economic feasibility of developing their own logistics
platform. The food surpluseses would be incorporated progressively into the menus together with an
iterative process including obtaining feedback from clients and meal innovation.
2. Trial food surplus in restaurant In parallel to the progressive use of by products, the restaurant would
start securing the food provision from local supermarket surpluses.
3. Opening a circular restaurant Once achieved a steady functioning of the new model, the restaurant could
explore the feasibility of replicating its model and open new restaurants.

Business model
In Bilbao and Bizkaia there are four type of stakeholders that provide different types food surplus in this business
model: Supermarkets, wholesale, farmers and food-processors. Each of those stakeholders would benefits from
lower waste-management costs, as the waste will be redirected for a different purpose. In order to collect the
residual streams, a daily van will drive around to collect surplus food. The last step in the business model is the
restaurant which will use the food surplus in their restaurants. We expect that the logistics costs will level out the
costs of reductions food buying. However great additional marketing value can be expected. If the stakeholders that
provide the food surplus are not willing to provide the streams for free, it could be envisioned that the stakeholders
jointly set-up the restaurant as a way to share the benefits of the restaurant. A similar business models has been
found to be successful in the Netherlands where the retailers partially funded the restaurant.
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Food industr y processors
Many nutritious and edible by-products are obtained in food processing
industries and currently do not reach the market. Restaurants use these
by-products in meals (such as a vegetarian hamburger made from
vegetable pulp obtained from juice industries).

Food processing companies can obtain direct benefits by
generating incomes through the commercialisation of by-products
Companies save money from waste management practices

Food industry processors in Bizkaia

INPUT

Occasional storage facilities

Ugly and
by-products

Farmers
INPUT

Companies might need to invest in storing systems that guarantee
the safe storage of this materials. An accurate cost can only be
determined for each individual case

Farmers
Distribution

Over 20.000 tonnes of by-products have the potential to be used
in Bizkaia. About half of this can be used by restaurants, equalling
a savings of €300.000 in waste management costs per year

Food industry
processors
By-products

Wholesalers
INPUT

Wholesalers generally have accumulated food surpluses that are either
unfit for sale, or soon to be out-of-date. Examples are cans that have
misplaced labelling and cannot be sold to supermarkets. Products that
cannot be donated to food banks, can also be used by restaurants.

Over a third of total food products are currently thrown away due to
aesthetics or because they do not fit supermarket standards. Farmers
can commercialise these products and by-products, Products that
cannot be resold to supermarkets can be used by restaurants, saving
waste management costs to farmers.

Collection and storage capacity
Sorting and separating the food waste that can be used by
restaurants / Logistics costs are covered by the restaurants

Wholesalers

Farmers’ cooperatives in Bizkaia

Restaurants

Recipes and menus

It is expected that wholesalers (based on Mercabilbao) can
save 1.000 tons of their organic residual waste. Which averages
€30.000 in waste management costs

Restaurants
S u r p l u s e s o f f o o d , u n fi t
and over-date product s

Human resources to collect and store the waste
Wholesalers operating in Bilbao - Bizkaia

Consumers
Supermarkets

PROCESS

No additional investments, as logistics are covered by the restaurant.

Restaurants become the central node in which all the incoming food
flows are combined and upgraded into new recipes and menus. For the
business model we take a typical restaurant with 50-100 seating that
has a turnover of 1.5 million, of which a third is for food.
An average saves supermarkets spend €500.000 / year on food.
By using residual streams we expect that 70% of this can be
covered, resulting in €350.000 / year

Supermarkets
Supermarkets generally have a steady supply of surpluses and products
that would be soon outdated. The surpluses of food and over-date
products - that is not used by food banks - can be used by restaurants.
Because normally the supermarkets pay a management fee for the waste,
a reduction of costs can be achieved if they are supplied to the restaurant.

INPUT

The restaurant’s identity around sustainability holds marketing
value and differentiation
A daily collection service, including car investments costs, would
average €1.000 / day. Totalling €300.000 / year
An initial investment in setting up a new restaurant and menu

Surpluses of food and
over-date product s

Relying only on supermarket surpluses poses uncertainty about
the ingredients availability and obliges to rethink the menu in a
daily basis

Supermarkets would get indirect benefits such marketing value
and improved outlook
Reduction on waste management costs of €30 / ton
No additional investments, as logistics are covered by the restaurant
Handling of the materials that are going to be sold or donated,
and storage facility
Main supermarkets operating in Bilbao - Bizkaia
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Introduction
The main type excess food produced by the restaurant sector consists of organic leftovers. In Bizkaia, up to
20.000 tonnes of organic waste is generated by restaurants. A significant part of these residual flows consists of
edible food which does not reach the table, and thus ends up in the bin. One way to preserve edible food to be
wasted, is to equip restaurants with the right digital tools in order to give value to almost expired food right before
to throw it away. In this chapter we describe the potential to use digital technologies to create new value from
excess food.

Strategy
Restaurants can offer their surpluses of food through digital platforms offering discounts to consumers thus
avoiding the disposal of edible food. The digital platform could manage both last minute reservations in which
the consumer would consume the food in situ or also offer lots of food to take away at the end of the day. The
digital platform would consist of a phone application so that consumers can check offers on-the-go. There are
several examples of where the application has been successfully applied in Europe.
Meals for a third of the price
In Spain, the model has just been implemented, having the example of the app WeSAVEeat recently launched
in Barcelona. After 4 weeks of operation, the app has reached 3000 downloads, 60 restaurants are using it.
The app currently offers an average of 120 lots/day offering discounts of up to 70%. After a month, the app is
ready to be expanded in Madrid and is planned on being launched in Portugal too.
Saving meals and donating meal in developing countries
Some apps go beyond the mere transfer of food to consumers and couple meal donations in developing
countries for every restaurant reservation, such as the app Restoranto recently launched in Rotterdam.
The potential user would be taken in consideration during the development of the app, which would match
with the profile of a young to adult person, familiar with phone applications and active in social media to which
convenience, economic discounts and sustainable consumption would be sufficient incentive to join the app.

Business model
Restaurants in Bilbao and Bizkaia could provide an excellent starting point for the resale of excess food. The
restaurant could benefit from additional income from meals that are not sold, and the consumers would benefit
from lower prices of meals. Due to the costs of creating an app, the challenges of achieving visibility and user
engagement and the variety of offers, it would result more efficient for an external party to create an app in which
to centralise all the last-minute reservations and take-away offers from all the restaurants in Bilbao and Bizkaia
rather than replicating the same app for each restaurant. Restaurants would be able to offer lots/reservations
to users and the revenue model would be based on a commission model. The restaurants’ locations would
be shown in a geographical map and each restaurant would have their space for bookings, selecting start and
end times for reservations. The consumer would then be able to check the food lots’ prices, pick-up times and
locations and make the purchases online.

Timeline and pilot
ACTION

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

1. Offline market validation
Attract frontrunning companies for pilot
Small-scale campaign at neighbourhood level
Piloting restaurant will discount their meals for one month

2. App development and partnership building
Engage with digital platform companies to build application
Attraction of partners to make the app ready for piloting
Develop additional features custom-made for Bilbao

3. Piloting of application
Two-month test of the app
Evaluation and feedback for awareness campaign

4. Launching campaign
Food-waste awareness campaign
Social media campaign on application

The timeline we estimate for a restaurant to join an app would comprise of one year and should include the
following steps:
1. Offline market validation First, the concept of discounted meals will be tested in an offline environment
to validate the basic functioning, and to avoid any unnecessary investment. For this one pilot restaurant will
discount their meals for one month, thereby testing the market needs of the consumers.
2. App development and partnership building Based on the findings from phase 1, either; a new app
will be developed or an existing one will be scaled-up. Partners, such as restaurants, app-builders, will be
attracted and the app will be made ready for piloting. It can be expected that a new application will take
significantly longer than adjustment of an old one.
3. Pilotting of application The app will be tested during a period of two months to test the initial user
feedback, and to make any revisions before it will be presented to a larger market. Secondly, the application
will be evaluated and lessons learned will feedback into the awareness campaign.
4. Launching campaign Essential for the success of the application is the large scale adaptation of the app.
To get the application on the radar of consumers, a smart social media campaign is needed. Additionally, a
food waste awareness campaign will be used to frame the issue.
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Restaurants typically waste over a third of their food. This is partially
due to overproduction of meals that are not sold that same day. By
selling the meals at a discounted price, the food left-over are resold and
offered to consumers at a reduced price.

INPUT

Restaurants

Restaurants generate income from food that would otherwise go
to waste (between €2-10 / item)

Restaurants

Increased brand awareness and reputation
If the app is managed by a third party, the restaurant usually pays a
commission ranging from 5 to 10% of the total transaction
Sustainable take-away boxes (€0.20-0.30 / unit) or requiring the
clients to bring their own

Restaurants of fer
surpluses of food and
la s t-minute m eals on th e
phone app

Every restaurant in Bilbao - Bizkaia could belong to the app

Consumers pay
for the meals

Consumers
Consumers are responsible for the collection of meals and the takeaway systems

Digital platform

The company owning the app can increase its incomes by
targeting more customers. If we relate the population of Barcelona
to the number of users of WeSAVEeat, launching the app in
Bizcaya could reach 600-900 inhabitants the first month.

PROCESS

The app would generate incomes from charging a small
commision to the restaurant for every item or reservation that is
managed through the app. On average € 0.2-1 / item

Digital
platform

Consumers look for
la s t-minute of f er s on
the phone app

Consumers

OUTPUT

The app would be small-medium, from 6 to 9 pages with a basic
purchased template design. Restaurants would be able to offer items/
reservations to users and the revenue model would be based on a
commission model. The restaurants’ locations would be shown in a
geographical map and each restaurant would have their space for
bookings, selecting start and end times for reservations. The consumer
would then be able to check the food lots’ prices, pick-up times and
locations and make the purchases online.

Consumers get up to 70% of discount in meals, typically saving
€5-7
No additional investments
Time and capacity to move and pick up the other within a certain
time frame

Consumers get their
take-away food or enjoy
th eir la s t-minute m eal at
the restaurant

The costs of creating a brand-new app could start from €35.000
and would take about 16 weeks to develop
If an existing application would be used, than the investment
would be considerably lower. Only additional featuring pages
should need to be created to include the offers in the new city, and
can range up to €5.000-10.000
App designing and developing services, WeSAVEeat, Restoranto,
ToGoodtoGo
Bilbao start-ups or restaurants’ associations
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Introduction
Wholesale trade, retail and transport activities currently employ a total of 67.000 people, making it a significant
contributor to the local economy. Nevertheless, the activities related to this sector were responsible for the
second highest GHG emissions from all economic sectors in Bilbao, accounting for 27.000 tonnes of CO2
equivalent. The results of the MFA show that the retail and the wholesale sector send almost all the unsorted
waste to landfills. To avoid this, source separation of waste to divide out valuable sub-fractions is crucial.
Despite the efforts of wholesale trade facilities in engaging their workers in the separation of waste, the success
of this ultimately depends on the will of workers to behave in an environmentally friendly way. In the case of
for instance Mercabilbao, the main food wholesale centre of Bizkaia, this leads to 65% of total waste ending up
unsorted. Designing a smart innovative sorting system including incentives for all the stakeholders to engage
with could create value and improve the environmental impacts of this sector.

Strategy
Wholesale trade centres, municipal markets and industrial parks in Bilbao can install a parallel system for
selective waste collection and reward the smaller wholesalers operating there in accordance to their separation
rates. Such a reward can be economic or non-economic. The wholesale or industrial park facility would collect
and transfer the separated waste to a waste upcycling company, which would upgrade the waste stream into a
new product of interest for the wholesalers. Such a product could also consist in energy carriers obtained from
widely available processes such as anaerobic digestion or incineration. For this two different waste streams
can be identified. First there are waste streams which are separated to a large extent, these include plastics
and cardboard. And secondly waste streams which are less separated, such as organic waste, oil and others.
The second streams is especially suited for this system. An incentivized waste collection system has been
successfully implemented at a neighbourhood scale and stands out for the following main features.
Incentivizing users to separate their waste
The Wasted Lab project has successfully engaged its users into waste separation by creating an incentive
for them to separate. It improved Amsterdam’s recycling rates by rewarding citizens who separate their
household waste with a local currency that can be exchanged for discounts and goods in shops and
restaurants.

Business model

Timeline and pilot
ACTION

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

1. Online hackathon
Attracting local designers, waste management experts and startups
Organizing series of workshops / online hackathon

2. Set-up phase
Arrangement of the separation kits and reward system
Set-up of the transport system
Engagement with waste management company
Training of users

3. Piloting
3-month trial of the new separation system
Monitoring and feedback from users

The process to create a selective separation system would last a year, comprising the following steps:
1. Online hackathon The design phase would be organised by the wholesale facility authority together with a start-up hub
to combine the users’ perspectives together with the local frontrunners inputs to create a selective collection system. The
outcomes of this phase would be the design of the new system and the engagement from its users.
2. Set-up phase The separation system would be acquired, the economic or non-economic rewards would be set and the
transport of the waste would be planned based on the the contact with local waste processors.
3. Piloting A 3-month trial period would be needed to monitor the compliance of the users, the levels of contamination of
the mono-streams and the key performance indicators of the new separation system.

The business model would engage a wholesale trading centre or industrial park authority from Bilbao as the
leader and coordinator of the implementation of the new system. The facility would achieve higher waste
separation rates, which would provide savings in waste management costs and improved reputation. The
wholesalers would receive economic or non-economic rewards for providing the waste separated in more
fractions, which will be used as feedstock for the waste management company process. The waste management
company would upgrade the separated waste and return the value to the wholesale facility.
Additionally the sorting system could be applied to industrial parks where waste collection and separation could
be improved.
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This wholesale institution would provide the separation infrastructure
and collect the separated waste to be transferred to the waste
management company. The transport of the would be done with
vehicles owned by the wholesale institution.

PROCESS

Wholesale facility

Separated
waste

Avoiding to outsource the management of all the waste would
prevent Mercabilbao from paying up to €1 million / year

Separated
waste

Workshop and hackathon organisation: Involving between 50-100
participants in the training and design events could cost up to
€10.000

This actor would attract a network of designers, innovators and waste
management advisors to organise a series of training workshops and a
hackathon to collectively design a separation system for Mercabilbao
together with its users.

Separation
kit

Transport of mono streams to the waste processors: Assuming
an average travel rate of 400 km / week and 10h / week, it can be
estimated that the transport would cost around €50.000 / year

Provides the
separation
infrastructure and
collect s the
separated waste

To k e n s

PROCESS

Wholesale
facility

Separation kits: Providing all the wholesale traders with a
separation kit (plastic bags as in the WastedLab case) would add
up to €10.000 / year

Startup hub

No additional investments

Offering discounts in entry fees could add up to €11.000- 85.000 /
year

Network of innovators related to environmental management,
capacity of attraction, event organisation capacity, communication
activities

Separation infrastructure, collection and storage capacity, provision
of economic/non-economic incentives

Bilbao Ekintza, BEAZ

Mercabilbao, municipal markets, applicable to other smaller
wholesalers

Network of designers,
innovators and waste
management advisors

To k e n s

Startup hub

Wholesale traders
The are currently 71 wholesale companies operating in Mercabilbao.
These would be the main users and because of this, they need to be
involved in the design of the system. The wholesale traders are the main
agent to collect and deliver waste to a central point at the wholesale
center.

Wa s t e m a n a g e r
The waste management company would receive the incoming
materials as free feedstock for their processes.

Wholesale
traders

Waste
manager

INPUT

Processes separated
waste as feedstock

To k e n s

Non-economic incentive: Symbolic coins to be exchanged for
products from the waste management upcycling processes

OUTPUT

Main users of the
separation kit

Economic incentive would be to offer discounts in the access
fees to the 71 companies that operate in Mercabilbao, which are
comprised between €155 - 1.210 / year depending on the load of
the trucks

Increased visibility and incomes from the organization of the event

Waste management companies will use the collected materials as
inputs for their upgrading processes. By getting feedstock for free,
waste management companies save:
• Paper and cardboard mix €83 / t
• Glass: €30-40 / t

Products

• Plastics: depending on the type, prices can range from €601000 / t

No additional investments

The company would indirectly provide their products for free in
exchange of economic or non-economic value

Wholesale need to be committed to the functioning of the system

Waste upgrading facilities

71 different wholesalers operating in Mercabilbao, an stores in
municipal markets.

Aclima (Basque Environment Cluster), waste processors in Bizkaia,
Ihobe
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Introduction
The wholesale sector relies heavily on the use of ‘gas-guzzling’ van and trucks for the importation and
delivery of goods and products. The sector produces 27.000 tonnes of emissions, making it the second most
polluting sector. Measures to reduce the environmental impact of this sector lies on one hand in shifting
towards renewable sources of transportation and secondly in improving the efficiency of the current logistics
system. Currently most retailers have their own logistics systems, and therefore create a lot of inefficiency
in the system. Everyday, retailers set out to collect their various goods and products from wholesalers, while
not making effective use of the storage capacity in the van. Thereby not only creating pollution through the
inefficiency in use but also creating an environmental impact in the production of vehicles. The purpose of this
project is to optimise the delivery of goods from wholesale centres to retailers in Bilbao - Bizkaia.

Timeline and pilot
ACTION

Q1

Q2

Q3

1. Business innovation challenge
Partnering with piloting retailers
Define the challenge to deliver the best platform to enable cooperative

2. Setting up and trial shared delivery

Strategy
In a collective retail logistics system, individual retail stores would work together to combine the delivery and
collection of goods from wholesalers. Instead of picking-up goods individually, the retailers would aim to
integrate the collection of various goods for different stores in one movement.
Collective delivery system
One of the successful case studies is the Cargohopper in Amsterdam. The company behind the scheme,
reported savings of 5.200 diesel gallons and 33 tons of CO2 a year by taking other vehicles off the streets.
Since the system began in April 2009, Cargohopper has delivered 102.500 packages and covered 19.915
kilometers. Effectively, a single cab-and-trailer does the job of five vans, making three trips daily.

Business model
Currently most of the retailers in Bilbao have their own logistics systems, and therefore creates a lot of
unnecessary movements. In order to connect the different retail movements we propose to implement a
shared digital platform where companies can enter their data on delivery and goods. This can be matched by
the ongoing deliveries at that day. This solution performs last mile parcel deliveries from a wholesale center to
shops, companies and citizens in the center. This system would also be of special interest to municipal food
markets since they aggregate numerous food stores. Additionally, the transportation can be used to collect waste
materials such as paper and cardboard, which saves driving extra kilometres in the city. Linking two logistical
processes creates a synergy in between the downstream production chain stakeholders.

Arranging municipality permissions and collaboration
Setting up legal entity for cooperative
Trial limited number of routes
Engagement of retailers in reverse logistics

3. Scaling up
Attracting more retailers after first pilot
Integrate with reverse logistics

1. Business innovation challenge Through an online challenge we enable designers and digital companies
to come-up with innovative platform solutions.
2. Setting up and trial shared delivery The legal entity for the cooperation is established and a first trial
with the delivery is tested. Alongside the municipality is involved to ensure the right permits.
3. Scaling up A 3-month trial period would be needed to monitor the compliance of the users, the levels of
contamination of the mono-streams and the key performance indicators of the new separation system.

Additionally transforming an existing fleet into electric and more sustainable vehicles is a sure way to reduce
emissions and fuel use. These vans, cars or bikes do not have to be purchased brand new, as there are many
companies specialising in vehicle conversion. For trips into city centres, light vans are often used, however, these
vans often have a relatively short range and drive less than 100km per day. If these vehicles were electric, they
would have enough downtime to ensure they were always charged.
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The wholesale centre combines all the individual packages according
to street and number loaded into the vehicle. On a regular working day,
the delivering process might be repeated up to 3 times.

INPUT

Wholesale centre

Bizkaia - Bilbao has a long tradition of food municipal markets,
many of which are in the process of refurbishment or regeneration
to be adapted to the new consumption patterns. For this reason,
implementing a more efficient distribution system has the potential
to improve the economic viability of its stores and the environmental
impact of its operations.

INPUT

Municipal food markets

Wholesale
centre

Electric
van

The costs for transport typically account for the 43% of the
logistics costs. Having a more effective transport platform can thus
represent a significant amount of savings in terms of logistics costs.

Cost savings in delivery, due to economies of scale of combined
logistics.
No additional investments required
Cooperation from all the market retailers to combine their
deliveries

Municipal
food markets

Sorting and storing capacity of materials that are to be returned via
reverse logistics

Retail
transport
cooperative

Increased incomes by commercialising the materials collected
through reverse logistics. Collecting pallets of paper and cardboard
can save up to €80.000 / year

Empt y
packaging
materials

Updating the IT and logistics systems it currently operates
Shared digital platform in which retailers input their deliveries
Storing capacity for the materials collected via reverse logistics
Mercabilbao

There are currently 7 municipal food markets in Bilbao (Abando,
Deusto, Ensanche, La Ribera, Otxarkoaga, San Ignacio and Trauko).

Retailers would act as receivers of the deliveries and become donors
of packaging materials, such as cardboards. The retailers are indirectly
benefited since the deliveries would be made in an easier and more
cost-effective way

Retail
products

Digital platform
Connects the
wholesalers with
the retailers

PROCESS

Retailers

Retail transport
cooperative
The retailers in the city can combine their logistics to match their
deliveries in an cooperative. The retail transport cooperative is the
main actor in this business case as it connects the wholesalers with the
retailers, and is able to connect the various activities in an new entity.

Electric
van

Retailers

Investments in digital platform that connects the various retailers.
Estimated this would costs around €30.000
Setting up a cooperation model for the retailers in the city
Conversion of their transport fleet into more sustainable vehicles
€10.000 -15.000 / vehicle

Costs savings in delivery, due to economies of scale of combined
logistics

No additional investments
Sorting and storing capacity of materials that are to be returned via
reverse logistics

The retailers can potentially save 5.200 diesel gallons / year by
improving the efficiency of logistics. For 5.200 diesel gallons, this
equals equals to €26.000 (considering €1,3 / liter of diesel)

OUTPUT

Small retailers do not need to store and manage packaging waste,
which provides economic savings

Shared digital platform in which retailers input their deliveries.
Fleet of vehicles converted into a more sustainable transport
means
Retailers supplied by the wholesale centre

Retailers supplied by the wholesale centre
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Introduction
Metals represent one of the largest material flows in the province of Bizkaia, with a throughput of over four million
tonnes per year. The production of metals is highly impactful to the environment, but are also an integral part of the
Basque economy, supplying advanced industries like machinery, aeronautics and energy. One strategy to shift these
advanced industries toward a more circular production model is through the introduction of additive manufacturing
(AM). Due to the high degree of customization, very short lead times, and lighter environmental footprint of AM
technology, it can be a powerful tool in transitioning the Bizkaian metal sector towards a circular economy.
What is needed as a first step is collaboration between stakeholders in the metals chain, and the development
of practical tools and knowledge to drive this sectoral transformation throughout the entire value chain. By
setting up new means, such as digitisation and design for AM, can be further researched and tested. Additive
manufacturing provides a sustainable alternative to normal manufacturing, especially if this is developed together
with goals around maximising renewable energy use and can in the long run, lead to new business models such
as re-manufacturing.

Strategy
Developing an AM strategy will require coordination with stakeholders through the value chain in the metal
sector and should follow the guiding principle of preserving and enhancing natural capital by controlling finite
stocks and maximising the complexity and value of existing resources. There is a need to scope the potential
for AM in Bizkaia, assess the benefits that it could bring. The strategy we propose therefore focuses on two
pillars: developing cross-sectoral knowledge and coordination around “Design for Additive Manufacturing”, and
building a core group of stakeholders who can start scoping the role for an AM hub in Bizkaia.
Scope the potential for AM in Bizkaia and form the backbone of an AM hub:
Building upon the existing companies working with AM this pillar has the goal of understanding what the
potential demand for AM could be in Bizkaia, what products and components would be the most suitable
for AM and which stakeholders would likely be involved in AM activities. This analysis will end up in a demo
project to compare the benefits of AM of a certain products versus the traditional manufacturing in terms of
circulairty.
Develop “Design for Additive Manufacturing” capacities across the metal sector:
A key step in transitioning the metal sector toward a circular economy is incentivising individual organizations
to assess the potential for AM activities in their own operations and helping them develop both the
technical and business skills and knowledge along the way. This pillar of the strategy will focus primarily on
disseminating knowledge and best practices of AM and the benefits it can bring. Moreover, organisations
should develop new technical and management capabilities. The desired outcome of this pillar will be an
increased focused on designing products fit for AM, through digitisation and others.

Timeline and pilot
ACTION

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

1. Current state assessment
Assessment of ongoing projects, initiatives, stakeholder and
potential customer mapping in Bizkaia
Assessing technical requirements of AM and feasibility for procuring powdered
metals as feedstock
Visioning and awareness-raising on the potential for AM to enable a circular economy in Bizkaia

2. Prioritization and business modeling
rioritization of “high potential” applications for AM, and fundraising for needed activities (production,
R&D, etc.)
Establishment of potential partners and development of a business plan for specific customers (ie. RamLab)

3. Demo project and testi
Establish consortium partners and a structure for collaboration on a project basis
First testing, R&D, and production of AM components
Continued R&D and scaling of business to include more projects

The objective of the pilot project is to map the AM ecosystem in the region, and demonstrate through a specific
product the benefits of AM versus traditional manufacturing in terms of circularity.
1. Current state assessment Comprehensive stakeholder and market assessment, including mapping of
ongoing projects, initiatives, relevant stakeholders, and potential clients within the region. The outcome of
this phase is a clear vision for the role of AM in Bizkaia and raised awareness about the potential applications
and benefits AM could bring.
2. Prioritization and business modeling Determining which are the key markets, customers, technologies,
and materials to focus on, and ensuring that the solutions are circular and sustainable. The outcome will be
a more precise business plan that includes specific partners, customers, and technologies.
3. Demo Project and testing Using the business plan as a first template, the final phase will further conduct
testing and R&D activities, and refine the business plan to grow the business.

Business model
The basic model for AM involves the production of components using metal powders sourced from the local
steel industry, and the sale of those components to local manufacturers or directly to clients. Defining specific
business models for an AM facility cannot yet be determined. It is first necessary to identify what products
could be manufactured for sectors such as manufacturing, marine, and automotive. For this, the first step
would be the creation of a community platform of stakeholders to stimulate the exchange of ideas. The main
stakeholders that would need to collaborate include suppliers of materials (metal manufacturers, 3D printing
companies), service providers (3D printing operators, designers and engineers, and maintenance professionals)
knowledge providers (material scientists and technology developers) and potential clients (manufacturing and
industrial companies in the Bizkaia region).
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Aerospace, marine,
heavy manufacturing,
automotive and rail
industries
First research shows that AM components can have an important role
in the aerospace, automotive, rail, marine and heavy manufacturing
industries because they utilize highly customized components that
are typically capital and time intensive to produce. Components
produced by an AM process can offer significant reductions in cost and
production time. AM technology could also be employed to refurbish
damaged components, offering further potential cost savings.

Companies that require the production of highly customized
components could benefit from lower prices and significantly
reduced production times, and increase the lifecycle of their
products.
The company will require additional investments depending on
the complexicity of the components to be tested/pilotted.
Each company would need to provide information on the part
to be designed adjusting to the requirements of the 3D printing
manufacturer (3D digital models).

Manufacturing
industries

Any company in Bizkaia operating in the abovementioned sectors.

R&D
Component
manufacturing
piloting

Metal 3D printing
stakeholders
There are already established companies and R&D centres in the
territory operating the AM field, they have high experience on materials
and available technologies.

Additional ser vice
providined linked
to the 3D printing
activit y as
maintence

Metal 3d
Printing
stakeholders

Stakeholders could benefit from mapping of the sector and
product testing.
Additional investment will be aligned with the component
manufacturing.
Companies will have to provide knowledge and technology.
Already operating stakeholders in the territory.

B e n e fi t s

Investments

Resources

ACTION PLAN AWARENESS
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Introduction
Shifting to more resource-efficient models of production and consumption is a key characteristic of a circular
economy. Resource efficiency is important for the metals chain, in particular, due to the high resource intensity
of production, as well as the high potential for recyclability. Within the metals industry, there is already a high
level of waste minimisation through reuse. From the perspective of the full value chain, however, many new
business models can be explored to optimize overall resource efficiency over multiple life cycles. Recently, the
EU INSPIRE project explored emerging trends and business models that could help benefit local production,
resource efficiency, and flexible production networks. Rethinking resource efficiency from a full value chain
perspective is key, however, it also necessarily implies new forms of collaboration and awareness among
stakeholders across the chain. In this strategy we will explore how to build awareness and collaboration within
the Bizkaian metal chain.

Strategy
The metal industry supplies raw materials, components and products to nearly every sector of modern society.
They include the iron and steel industry, melting and foundry but also the transformation of metal into useful
components and products. Having such a prominent position in the value chain, the metal industry could be a
key stakeholder to actively promote circular economy principles and encourage new models of collaboration
with actors both up- and downstream. We can illustrate this through an example of the development of a
modular building. The developer of a building can work with raw material suppliers to develop modular steel
components that can be easily disassembled and reused, allowing them to recover value when the building is
deconstructed. The developer can explore reuse applications in order to lower the carbon emissions of their
own operations and generate new revenue through repair and remanufacturing. The developer can work with
their clients to enable leasing models and performance-based contracts, which saves clients money and opens
new opportunities for commercialization of materials across multiple use cycles. These examples illustrate
new forms of collaboration across the value chain. This strategy proposes awareness-building across the
metals sector, to demonstrate the different ways in which stakeholders can enable more circular and resourceefficient models, but also in setting and aligning an internal vision for how a “fully circular” metal sector could
operate. The first step in this strategy is to raise awareness among key decision-makers and give them practical
tools to spread the discussion and explore the development of new business models within the metal sector.

Business model
In this strategy, we encourage the raising of awareness in order to explore and begin to apply circular business
models. With greater awareness of business models and new forms of collaboration, the business cases behind
successful projects can be built upon, communicated, and expanded across the metals sector over time.
Additionally, the role of digitisation and Internet of Things (IOT) as a means to establish new business models are
important. This, for example, enables companies to track and service products in real time, enabling function
and performance-based models. Thereby creating new opportunities to provide new value for clients of the
metal-chain. Examples of business models that can be explored include the Steel2Machine project, whereby big
data and optimisation models are used to bring manufacturers together with steel producers to create more
“on-demand” production of highly customized materials, while avoiding the high costs and lead times that are
traditionally associated with highly customized jobs. Other examples include product-as-a-service (PAAS), such
as the aluminium plate supplier Afga, who collaborated with aluminium suppliers, and logistics partners to retain
ownership of aluminium at all stages of the life cycle. This resulted in a 70% reduction of the environmental
footprint of aluminium plate production. Finally, new production models such as Pfizer’s “portable manufacturing
plant”, result in shorter time to market, more responsiveness to customer demand, operational flexibility and
lower upfront investments and operational costs. Through this strategy, examples like these can be further
explored with local stakeholders, customized to the Bizkaian metals sector, and built upon over time.

Timeline and pilot
ACTION

Q1

Q2

1. Operation workshops
Current state mapping: (a) industry initiatives and targets, (b) local, national, and EU
policy targets, (c) mapping decision-making processes and influence heat map
Circular economy principles and establishing a vision for a fully circular
metals sector
Identification of priorities and construction of a roadmap and KPIs to a
circular metals sector

2. Establishing circular metal supply
Challenge identification and circular economy thinking
Collaborative solution mapping and project specification and planning

3. Creating circular business models
Circular business models workshop
Setup education programme
Collaborative solution mapping and project specification and planning

The process envisioned for the completion of this project would encompass six months and three phases:
1. Orientation workshops The first phase is intended to assess the current state of the metals sector in
Bizkaia and set a vision for what a fully circular metals sector could look like. The outcome of the first phase
is identifying clear priorities on where to act and KPIs to measure progress toward the long-term vision.
2. Establishing circular metal supply In the second phase we bring representatives from the recycling
industry together with representatives of other parts of the metal chain. The goal of this phase is to establish
a shared vision, clearly identify what challenges and barriers can be addressed collaboratively, and the
creation of an action plan and timeline.
3. Circular business models The final phase brings the whole metal chain together in order to define new
business models and strategies. The outcome is raised awareness among companies and the application of
circular business models in their businesses. To further increase the awareness of circular economy in the
metal chain an education programme will be set up, where outcomes from the workshops can be shared.

ACTION PLAN OVERVIEW
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Metal recyclers and
primar y producers
Metal recyclers and primary producers play a key role in providing
manufacturers with a variety of raw materials. The current sales model
for raw materials is limited, however, examples like product leasing
or product-as-a-service (PAAS) could open new, and more resource
efficient options to the metals sector. Such models could go beyond
raw metals but could also include other upstream-related materials,
such as chemical leasing. Primary producers would be invited to
workshops that aim to explore how these new models and the extent
to which they could be applied to their current business.

Metal recyclers and
Primar y producers

C

The benefits for primary production industry include retaining
ownership of their products and selling the services that their
products perform (€/unit of service) rather than the materials
themselves (€/ton). Under such a model the potential for resource
efficiency is dramatically improved as the primary producer can
recover the unused materials and re-incorporate them in their
production activities

ir
uc

ul

No additional investments up-front, however, possible investments
are required in advanced sorting equipment and possible
financing of logistics activities. These investments would need to be
scoped following an initial feasibility assessment and therefore are
not provided here

ar

bu
sine

Managerial capacity, sustainability, technical, and EU/local policy
expertise

Secondar y
raw
materials

Smelting and Foundry

The smelting and foundry industry is the essental link between the
metal recyclers, primary producers and the manufacturing industry.
They transform the metals to be used for various purposes in the
manufacturing industry. By applying circular business models new
market opportunities can be explored. I.e. by using recycled metal
instead of virgin resources the operating costs can be reduced.

ss models

Primary metal producers and metal recyclers from Bizkaia

Products
and
ser vices

ular busine
Circ
s

s m

od

el

s

Knowledge
and tools

Smelting and
Foundr y
Reducing operating cost. Competitive advantage of the smelting
and foundry industry by gaining knowledge and tools about new
business models

Manufacturing industr y

Manufacturing
industr y

Manufacturing businesses might belong to any number of sectors such
as construction, transportation, or consumer goods. A number of key
trends in this sector are pushing manufacturers to explore more rapid,
flexible, and low-cost means of manufacturing. Examples like Pfizer’s
“Portable Continuous Miniature and Modular Manufacturing” concept
explores how to capitalize on these trends while lowering costs and
retaining overall resource efficiency. Those new types of manufacturing
are accompanied by new forms of business models. Stakeholders
from the manufacturing sector will be invited to the workshops to
specifically explore new business models and new forms of production
that can help realize greater resource efficiency and flexibility within
their industry. Case studies and their benefits will be explored indepth, and possible projects and business cases can be mapped
collaboratively.

Materials
Metal business companies in Bizkaia would have access to the
lessons and benefits of applying CE principles in its business
models

No additional investments required
Managerial capacity, sustainability, technical, and EU/local policy
expertise

Through the exploration of new forms of manufacturing and
vertical collaboration throughout the chain, different cost and
environmental advantages can be obtained and further explored

Smelting and foundry services in Bizkaia.

Investments into first experimental projects into leasing of metals
Managerial and decision-making capacity, sustainability, technical,
and EU/local policy expertise
Companies fromaerospace, marine, automotive, rail or heavy
manufacturing industries

B e n e fi t s

Investments

Resources

Businesses
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“

Developing a resilient and liveable region
The Circular Economy provides cities with the means in which to reduce resource consumption, improve their
environmental quality, while at the same time, create new economic and employment opportunities. The proposed
strategies detailed in this study are key to transform Bilbao and Bizkaia into a circular economy. This matches well
with the political agenda of the region, which aims at setting a global example of territorial transformation by both
improving the liveability of the city and advancing its industries. The circular strategies will also lead to a more resilient
region, being less dependant on external resources and introducing structural restorative processes in its Industries.

- Ainara Basurko Urkiri, Director general BEAZ.

Practical and scalable implementation of the circular economy
The proposed strategies present a clear way forward for the city and the region. To build synergies across all actors
and actions, all strategies have been placed into a common timeline which details the timing and order in which to
implement the actions. Additionally, the Action plans show how the practical implementation of each strategy would
work, highlighting key local stakeholders and investments that are required, as well as the benefits to be gained.

Public and private support
To move towards the practical implementation of these circular strategies, important next steps are to find the means
to provide support and funding in the coming year, and act upon the activities aligned in this report. For this, support
from the both the public and private sector is needed.

Bilbao and Bizkaia pioneering the circular economy
Emerging rapidly over the recent years, the foundations of the circular economy have been set by policy makers,
businesses and entrepreneurs, both nationally and globally. Now is the time for Bilbao and Bizkaia to make the most of
this momentum and kick-start the transition towards the circular economy.

“

The time to analyse and to launch
these pilot initiatives has come.
We need more examples and good
circularity practices to broaden this
approach that in our opinion creates
new highly competitive business
models.

Now is the time to bring these six
projects to reality. Our main challenge is
to identify the private promoters of the
projects and have them engaged in their
implementation. We believe there is a big
opportunity to make a more efficient use
of resources, create jobs and growth, and
develop new innovative solutions and
business models, so we are willing to see
how the projects jump into the next step!
- Lola Elejalde, Foresight and Internationalization

Manager, Innobasque.
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